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To the Homophobic, 
I know you fear the alien. 
I fear your fear - perceiving me as the alien. 
Fearing one day I will have your possibilities: 
It is possible that you may reach over & touch 
the hand of your partner without being 
objectified or jeered at. 
It is possible that you may openly proclaim 
your love without the threat of physical or 
verb~ abuse by your neighbour. 
It is not only possible, but probable that 
your love would be celebrated by you, your 
families, your churches and your societies. 
Why then is my love not celebrated or given 
equal recognition? I am a woman who 
loves women, I am no alien. 
I've lived as long & as naturally as you. 
We are only made to believe that I have not. 
I know you fear that I may love you. 
I fear that you hate me. 
I remember being burned at the stake ... 
being made to wear the black triangle ... 
being made to know a man .. . 
being made to fear your god .. . 
being beaten by your hand ... 
taking the brunt of your degrading "fun" ... 
I don't remember ever loving you for it. 
Do you remember why you hate me? 
I apologize for my behavior. 
I wasn't thinking straight. 
I should have tried to cure y of your '' icknes . " 
It will be on my "agenda" from now on. 
For my agenda is not a queer one. It is a human one -
to be perceived a an equal & valuable part of society's 
beautiful 
diversity; not be the scapegoat for its division 
Sincerely, a lesbian 
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editorial 
Two weeks ago the Fraser Valley Regional Library 
Board banned all free commercial publications from 
their libraries. This may seem strange. Why would 
they prevent the distribution of information in a place 
where literacy is sanctioned and supposedly revered 
above all else? Perhaps because the board didn't like 
one of these free newspapers - specifically, the free 
lesbian and gay newspaper Xtra West . They s.aid 
they didn't like it because they were afraid that 
.,. 
children would read it- but what they really meant 
is that homosexuality is bad, and wrong, and not 
normal- and that they wouldn't want children (i.e. 
teens) to think that this is a socially acceptable 
lifestyle. 
Now, due to a recent 
public outcry, the Library 
Board has rescinded their ban 
on all free newspapers-
including Xtra West. 
Good news? Perhaps, but 
this just brings us back to 
newspapers has been reversed, 
these papers are still not back 
on library shelves. 
It behooves us that these 
sentiments are still rampant. 
We hope that by reading this 
you will understand that being 
where we were before. gay is not about making a 
Although the ban on free decision; we hope that by 
reading this vou will 
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understand that 
homosexuality is NOT 
pedophelia; we hope that by 
reading this you won't assume 
that every gay wants you. 
We hope by reading this 
you will understand that our 
society still cannot fully 
embrace otherness. 
By publishing this Queer 
Issue we can provide 
information to you so you can 
make an informed opinion: 
Not one based on fear, distrust 
and ignorance. 
At least you can get the 
information here- 'cause you 
can't get it in the library. 
letters if you've got an opinion , we'd love to hear it! try to keep it under 300 words, and send it to the other press, room 1020, douglas college, 700 royal avenue, new westminster, b.c., v31 3t9 tell us you love us, tell us we suck ... 
An Ode to Scott 
re: "Douglas encourages student 
debt," from the Feb. 8 OP 
Dear Mr. Simmer, 
After having read your above 
article, and as part of my job includes 
promoting the Douglas College 
Mastercard, I feel compelled to respond 
to some of the points your article raises. 
First, I believe that the article sells 
the students of Douglas College short 
just, for pete's sake, TELL US!!! 
receive a number of other benefits that I'm not suggesting that DC 
are not available with standard credit students are completely irresponsible 
cards. Some of these benefits include: children. Heck, my first card was from 
*"First year annual fee waived Petro Can which I convinced myself I'd 
(currently at $12 per annum) use properly, 'only so I won't need cash, 
* Interest rate on outstanding easy to account for' blahh blahh blahh. 
balances I% below rate charged on I got the card in the summer of 1992 
standard Bank of Montreal Mastercard and just finished paying it off. I don't 
* $100,000 in travel accident consider myself a nitwit (although 
insurance others might...) It's a simple fact that 
*Card registration service MOST students are not properly 
* First Home Dollars - 5% of educated in the responsible use of 
by implying that over-burdened purchase can be accumulated towards 
students are not mature enough to make 
a Bank of Montreal mortgage on a first 
an informed decision on their own 
credit. It's not taught by anyone, you 
learn by pumping hundreds of hard 
earned dollars, made by making coffee home (up to $2,500 maximum) 
regarding credit and cannot be trusted In addition, cardholders have the and waiting tables, into collection 
to handle a credit card properly. This 
option of applying for the Air Miles agents who call you at eight o'clock at 
of course stereotypes all students by the Affinity card which allows them to night. 
actions of a select few. In fact, there are I won't argue that students aren't collect one air mile for every $20 spent 
many students who now hold credit 
on their card. Douglas College interested in credit cards. I mean, when 
cards and are managing the credit as Mastercard holders then, not only have you're in school and don't have enough 
well as any other card holder. 
the satisfaction of supporting the cash from your $7 an hour job to take 
As noted in the article the Douglas 
College Mastercard has existed since 
1989. However, up until our recent 
efforts to market the card to students, 
there has never been a concerted effort 
to promote the card. As this was the 
student financial aid program but also your girlfriend out to dinner, who would 
receive a number of tangible benefits turn down a chance to BUY NOW, PAY 
themselves. 
Thank you for allowing me the 
opportunity to respond to your article. 
Should you, or any of your readers have 
LATER? It'sjust not the same as if you 
are making $45,000 a year and need to 
whip out a card to pay for groceries. 
Royal Bank just made over a 
Foundation's first attempt, I was unsure questions concerning the Douglas billion dollars in profit last year. As hard 
what to expect. Therefore, when over College Mastercard program, please as it is to build a credit rating, it's even 
575 students applied for the card during 
contact me in the Foundation office harder to buy your way out of debt when 
the week of January 30- February 3,. I (Room 4002) or by phone at 527-5360. you are still in school. Graduated? Got 
was quite surprised. Discussions with 
the marketing company suggest that this 
is one of the best responses received in 
quite awhile. Needles to say, I think this 
demonstrates that Douglas College 
Sincerely, a good job? Got money to blow? Gre.at! 
Alana Frymire Grab a Douglas College credit card and 
Community Resource support your school with your good 
Development Assistant fortune of having expendable cash. If 
you are still in school, barely making it 
students have a strong interest in the {Although it's not regular procedure, 
program and in supporting their own 
we're gonna print Scott's reply:} 
with your part time job, take your 
Interact card and spend the money you 
have made already. institution. Alana: 
Kalynka Cherkosh, the student you Thank you for responding to the I'd rather take a stand-by student 
quoted in your article, makes a good 
article entitled "Douglas encourages flight to Montreal, pay the $380. It's 20 
point by stating that often it is difficult 
student debt" which ran in the February hours of work. OR I could buy only 
for students to acquire credit. One of 8 issue of The Other Press. I would $50,000 (2,500 miles times $20 per 
the most important benefits of applying like to share with you some of my mile) on my Douglas College credit 
1 
for a Douglas College Mastercard is that personal opinions which run concurrent 
students have the opportunity to acquire with this theme of student debt. 
card and get there the Airmiles way. 
Banks think we' re dumb. They count 
this credit while also helping other It is not difficult to roam around on it to make money. They will be 
Douglas College students; a benefit not 
available with any other card. 
Douglas College and hear various making as little of mine as possible, 
In addition, the contract that was 
stories of the different, new and exciting thanks. 
ways Douglas college students 'max' negotia~ed between Douglas College 
their credit cards. I bet you that 8 out of 
and the Bank of Montreal ensures that 10 DC students commonly carry a card 
students, faculty, and staff who hold a balance of above 80% of their card 
Douglas College Affinity Mastercard limit. 
Scott Simmer 
letters continued on 
page 23!!! 
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AGM not just ~another general meeting' 
DCSS reps put on the defensive 1n confusing lunchtime business brawl 
by Paul Andrew ied from adequate to nightmarishly 
incompetetent." 
After official business was taken 
care of, discussion 
DCSS president Jamie McEvoy voiced 
his concern about the student society's 
lack of involvement in the nation wide 
student strike, 
The Douglas College Student So-
ciety (DCSS) was greeted with unhappy 
students and apparent dissension within 
their own ranks at the 1995 Annual 
General Meeting held at the New West-
minster campus. 
The Annual General Meeting 
(AGM) was held in the student cafete-
ria to ensure quorum (the minimum 
nunber of members needed) was 
achieved. The AGM cannot proceed 
unless at least'" 75 students and repre-
sentatives attend the meeting. Only 44 
students showed at an attempt to hold 
the AGM in November. 
commenced on a 
variety of topics 
ranging from lack 
of support during 
the recent CFS 
rally held in Van-
couver, to the lack 
DCSS executives 
appeared ... caught off 
guard by ... students ... who 
came prepared to debate a 
number of issues. 
when 5,000 stu-
dents demon-
strated against 
post-secondary 
cut backs on 
January 25. 
A number of items were carried 
over from November that required stu-
dent approval. Among these items was 
the 1992 audi-
of sign language 
interpreters for deaf students attending 
the meeting. 
The panel of DCSS executives 
appeared to be caught off guard by the 
students in the cafeteria who came pre-
pared to debate a number of issues. 
Student Society treasurer Julian 
Srnit became noticeably uncomfortable 
by the students 
tors report. 
The report 
must be ac-
cepted into the 
official min-
" the replacement personnel 
have varied from adequate 
to nightmarishl~ 
incompetetent.' 
constant question-
ing , and at one 
point responded to 
one student by stat-
ing "you are asking 
utes in order 
to release funds that the college is hold-
ing in trust for the Student Society. 
Student Socety Tresurer Julian 
Srnit stated in his report that the reason 
for the delay in the auditing was "due 
primarily to insufficient staffing in the 
business office over the past years." 
Srnit also stated in his report that 
"the replacement personnel have var-
the wrong people." 
There was some confusion when 
the chairperson for the AGM, Irene 
Sosath, had to explain the 'Roberts 
Rules' policy regarding the order of 
speakers. At one point Sosath also had 
to clarify who could adjourn the meet-
in g. 
After a more formal atmosphere 
was achieved, DC student and former 
"It's very per-
sonal a n d 
very simple," McEvoy said. "I don't 
want to graduate with a $50,000 
debt...! want the DCSS to get in-
volved." 
McEvoy then went on to con-
demn the DCSS for being uninformed 
about proposed educational policies 
recently announced by the Canadian 
government. 
"I think the DCSS is one of the 
least informed student unions in 
Canada," he argued. 
Student society president Troy 
Townsend was quiet for most of the 
meeting, until he was forced to com-
ment on the student society's appar-
ent lack of involvement in the student 
rally at the Vancouver art gallery. 
"I've already said that I'll support 
you, what else do you want?" 
Townsend said. 
"It's not so much what we can do, 
it's what are you willing to do ... to help 
out," Townsend continued. 
UNBC responds to forestry co~servation 
Resarch project a first in Canada 
by Laura Pottie and Envhonmental Studies for 
For the first time, Canadians UNBC. 
have a chance to make themselves "This approach is timely and in-
heard regarding forestry issues with- novative because public views are 
out having to chain themselves to a being incorporated before the plans 
tree. are developed," Robinson contin-
The University of Northern ued. 
British Columbia (UNBC) and the "The public owns the forests ," 
MacGregor Model Forest Associa- Robinson explained, "not the Jog-
lion are currently working together ging industry or the forestry minis-
on a forest man- tries, and the pub-
agement research -------------- lie should have a 
MacGregor Model Forest near 
Prince George is one of ten model 
forests across Canada working to-
wards generating an "integrated re-
source management plan " that 
would encompass all land use val-
ues. 
"The information we collect is 
going to be powerful, the success of 
land managers in the future depends 
on them listening to us," Robinson 
said. 
"We're reaching out to say ·n what ·s ha project in which 1 1 p- "We'd encourage the public to 
the public is en- those people who care pening to these re- get involved and not be apathetic 
couraged to par- about the forest ... " sources," Dr. because the future of our forests 
ticipate. Robinson added. 
The study-------------- "We want to 
focuses on many know what you 
aspects of forest use including the value about the forest and what man-
ecological standpoint, economics agement preferences you might 
and harvesting practices. They want have." 
input from Canadians on what they The findings of the survey, 
would like to see implemented . combined with information from the 
"We're reaching out to those ecological, economic and forest 
people who care about the forest," practice studies will be presented as 
says research team leader Dr. David a proposal to Northwood Pulp and 
Robinson , an Associate Professor at Paper, who holds the tree farm li-
the Faculty of Natural Resources cense for the MacGregor forest. 
depends upon it," he explained. 
The results of the study will 
also be given to interest groups and 
forest managers across Canada. 
If you want to contribute to this 
survey, here's how : Call 1-800-
773-5758, or you can use the 
internet at 
ROBINSON@ UNBC.EDU. 
The deadline is February 28, 
1995, although suggestions for the 
research project will be reviewed on 
an ongoing basis after the deadline. 
Canadian students stay hon1e 
International exchange rate surprisingly low 
by Manjit Brar 
A report released by the Canadian 
Bureau for International Education 
(CBIE) says job opportunities for Ca-
nadian students are dropping because 
they can't compete on the international 
job market. 
Compared to other countries, 
Canada's investment in international 
education is very small. Only .001% 
of Canadian post-secondary students 
participate in international exchange 
programs each year, while 150,000 US 
students and over 5% of European stu-
dents study abroad. 
Of the less than 1000 Canadians 
abroad, 80% study in the United States, 
I 0% in Britain and France, and only 
I 0% in rest of the world. 
In a four year period Canada's 
competitiveness dropped from fourth 
to fourteenth place in the World Com-
" ... There 
is as yet no na-
tional mecha-
nism available 
to stimulate the 
development of 
international 
learning oppor-
tunities by pro-
viding the nec-
essary support 
Canada ... spends the 
least on 
international 
education and 
training. 
petitiveness Re-
port. Fox sees this 
as a signal that 
Canadian educa-
tion and training 
isn't preparing 
it's students for 
the world market. 
for Canadians," says CBIE President 
Canada greatly 
depends on exter-
nal trade, yet of 
all the G-7 countries, it spends the least 
on international education and training. Jim Fox. 
DCSS Tresurer Julian Smit defends his recomendations in a 
heated verbal exchange with student Rick Gundrum 
There were also complaints from 
the students at the meeting about the 
time and place of the AGM, even 
though notices were posted throughout 
the college and advertised in The Other 
Press two weeks prior to the meeting in 
the cafeteria. 
Still, most students who walked 
into the cafeteria seemed surprised to 
see the executive panel of student soci-
ety members engaged in debate over an 
assortment of issues. 
· The student cafeteria may not have 
been the best choice for the meeting's 
location. Intercom announcements for 
food pick up at the cafeteria grill proved 
to be a disruptive. Student speakers 
were interupted in the middle of thier 
questions, forcing them to lengthen 
their stay at the microphone provided 
for them. 
Despite the apparent dissatisfac-
tion from the students present at the 
meeting, the DCSS managed to receive 
approval of all the major items on their 
agenda. 
------------------·-- - --·------· 
Student needs help 
News Brief 
A student who is studying at the 
University of New Brunswick is ask-
ing for assistance on a master's thesis: 
She is writing on women who took on 
men's roles in W.W.II . 
Krista Cooke, a Surrey resident, 
is centering her thesis on the female 
pilots who ferried aircraft from Canada 
and the United States to Britain. 
The thesis will eventually become 
coverage see 
a term paper for a research fellowship. 
"I was hoping to get in touch 
with one person in particular," Cooke 
said. "But I've received calls form a 1 
Jot of other women involved in the 
war." 
If you are a woman who partici-
pated in the Second World War, or 
know of someone who did, contact 
Krista Cooke at 536-8308, or contact 
her at P.O. box# M 1333, Mt. Allison, 
Sackville, N.B. EOA-3CO. 
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Perspectives On the Environment 
Toxic tampons: not a thing of the past 
by Claire Farid potent chemicals known to humans. 
When dioxins are released into the 
TORONTO (CUP) - Did you know environment, they are attracted to fats 
that you are risking your health and and through this medium, move up the ~ Free Public Lectme 
March 13 
harming the environment when you use 
menstrual products from your local 
drugstore? 
In terms of health, Toxic Shock 
Syndrome (TSS) is still the most seri-
ous issue.TSS is not a thing of the past. 
TSS can be fatal and its symptoms in-
clude fever, diarrhea, rash, loss of hair, 
aching muscles and organ failure. 
food chain. This can have an effect on 
the whole ecosystem, including human 
beings. The physiological effects of 
dioxins include damage to the liver, re-
productive and developmental impair-
ment, infertility, birth abnormalities and 
cancer. 
Trace amounts of dioxins have 
been found in tampons. To put this in 
Setting and Enfordng Pollution Standards 
Nancy Bircher 
It is associated mainly with tam- perspective, Liz Armstrong and 
pons, especially those that are highly Adrienne Scott write in Whitewash that 
absorbent. At any given time, one to rainbow trout experience death 28 days 
three per cent of women have the toxin- after exposure and changes to growth 
producing version of the and development at 38 parts of dioxin 
staphylococcus aureus bacterium (a per quadrillion. Magnesium, acids, 
normally friendly micro-organism) in alcohols and waxes can also be found 
their vagina. 
This version of the bacterium is 
very comfortable in environments like 
those provided by highly-absorbent 
tampons. As many know, the longer you 
where a tampon, the higher the risk of 
TSS; you should never wear a tampon 
more than four hours. 
in tampons. 
The environment has not been 
spared the negative effects of these 
products. The ch lorines and dioxins 
produced from the manufacture of men-
strual products are poisoning many of 
the areas around pulp and paper mills. 
Director, EnforcementBrincti,: B.C. Environment 
~h20 
A Healthy Environment and a Healthy Economy: It is Possible 
Ben Parfitt " 
WrlterJResearcher of Forescry issues and co-author of Porestopia Second, enormous amounts of 
bulk waste result from the uses of these 
products. A typical North American 
Young women are at highest risk 
to TSS because they have not yet de-
veloped a strong immunity to the bac- woman throws away an average of250 
terium. to 300 pounds of tampons, pads and 
Ruth Lotzkar 
Environmen~y Sound Packaging Coalition 
Other health issues are related to applicators in her lifetime. Third, plas-
the production of tampons and pads. For tic applicators are often flushed and can 
example, most tampons and pads are be found strewn on many beaches. Last, 
chlorine bleached. the excessive packaging, overwrapping, 
When chlorine combines with the and applicators accompanying men-
organic molecules of the trees used in strual products are simply not necessary. 
the production of these menstrual prod- But don't despair! There are things 
ucts, a toxic chemical called dioxin is the average woman can do. There are 
formed. Dioxins are one of the most {please turn to 'Tampons, ' page 23} 
Developing our future 
A look at the proposal to build floating homes in Oueensborough 
by Niki Kaloudas 
Debates between private interest groups and environmen-
talists are a dime a dozen these days. This is why a heated 
controversy over a development in a small part of New West 
has gone largely unnoticed by the mainstream media. 
The New West controversy surrounds a developer's pro-
posal to build floating homes in an environmentally sensitive 
part of the Annacis Channel. 
The two development proposals for Queensborough at 
first seem quite small and unimposing. One is called 
Queens gate for 17 homes. The other one, called Brightwater, 
is for 49 float homes and 28 pier homes. The size of these 
development proposals may be disarming, however it is not 
the size that has environmentalists worried, but the location. 
If this plan goes ahead, the homes will be built in the 
center of one of the most environmentally sensitive areas of 
the Fraser River Estuary. 
Annacis Channel is of such vital importance to fish and 
wildlife that some of it was declared a 'red zone' by govern-
J'lv;oling Humes 
flrr'I!UlS~"t ( 
in ()u~cnsburuu~;h 
ment biologists. The red zone designation was used to set out areas 
which were deemed to be the most productive habitat. 
This preservation of red zone areas was seen as a priority since 
only 20% of the Fraser Estuary remains intact. Urbanization and 
pollution have destroyed much of the Estuary already. 
Of what is left, the Annacis Channel is of particular impor-
tance because it provides a rich habitat for wildlife and fish in the 
area. With its slow moving water and sheltered marshes, it is an 
ideal resting spot for young salmon fry making their way to the 
ocean. 
It is also important as a transition zone for these salmon fry 
and allows them to acclimatize to the sudden change from fresh to 
salt water. Development may seriously affect the quality of this 
area and the salmon stocks that use it. In spite of all this, the Annacis 
Channel is being considered for development. 
Some of the Queensborough development will actually be built 
on an area that was once a red zone. This spot was downgraded to 
a green zone which makes it acceptable for development. This down-
grading of red zones is not just happening in New West. It is occur-
ring all over the Fraser Estuary. 
Environmentalist and fisher Terry Slack compared the North 
Fraser Harbor Commission Habitat maps from 1986 to 1990. In 
this period of four years he found that 18 red zones had been down-
graded. 
Slack is opposed to this downgrading and argues, "We should 
really be looking at rehabilitating these few vital areas rather than 
giving them up for development." 
There is also a great deal of concern over the precedent which 
this type of downgrading sets. Slack warns, "What they have done 
is set a very serious precedent here, the rest of the river is under 
threat. Now the gate is open to development in red zones." 
Proposals for development do not stop at the New West bor-
der either. Further up the river other municipalities are grappling 
with these same conflicts over land use. Richmond has a similar 
floating home development planned. 
Unfortunately, decisions concerning development in the Fraser 
Estuary are being made on a city to city basis. No one party is 
looking at the overall impact that these projects will have on the 
environment. As a result, each municipality sees it's encroach-
ment on sensitive environmental areas as an isolated issue. 
There is a great deal of concern over the cumulative impact 
each of these small projects will have. 
Environmentalist and long time Queensborough resident 
Lome Elliot worries about the legacy this type of blind develop-
ment will.leave behind. He says, 'There's enough applications 
right now to make a solid wall of floating homes all along the 
Fraser." 
Many critics argue that bit by bit, our natural environment 
is being destroyed for the sake of development. In the Fraser 
River Estuary, this definitely seems to be the case. 
The Other Press is in the midst of establishing an environ-
mental section to compliment our usual fill of news, arts, et al. 
"Developing our future" is the inaugural voyage for this concep-
tual ship. We'd like to hear your comments: We need story ideas, 
writers, photographers, etc. Hey, we even need a name for it. 
Come on down to the OP, or write us today! 
This developm~tntproposalis currently befoi~ 
New West City <;ount;9.0nce tbe council pass 
will go to a pubJ.ic ·.g~g. The results of th 
hearing can affectwbether or not the development plan 
is implemented. "' 
The date of the public hearing has not yet been 
announced. If you would like your voice heard on this 
issue, attend the meeting or write to: , 
Mayor Toporowski and Members of Council 
City ofl'!{ew Westminster 
511 Royal Avenue 
. New West, B.C. 
V3L1H9 
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To baa or not to baa ••• 
An open letter to Jimmy Maclaren 
by Lesley Moore For those people who are still con- will be improved when students are ally reducing everyone's wages as peo-
fused about the Green Book and (with forced to borrow huge amounts through pie are forced to compete with each 
As a fellow student, I was extemely good reason), allow me to do a little student loans, with interest accruing other in an ever-shrinking job market. 
5 
Irs a chance 
tor OP readers 
tovent-vou 
guessedD-
their opinions. 
Submit to 
room1020 . 
Articles mav lie edhed for brevHv. clarhV. 
or •renv mach anvthlng elshv. 
stead, they expect Canadians- of low 
and middle income - to sacrifice so-
cial programs and pay even more taxes, 
insulted to be labeled a "sheep" simply translation: "Investing in people" means from the day those loans are negotiated? The deficit scare has apparently which may or may not go towards the 
because I do not agree with the giving incentives to companies to train Obviously, argument about whether or . succeeded in frightening Canadians into deficit. 
Ax worthy/Martin. According to your people for jobs that don't exist; "adjust- not students should be members of the believeing that we must slash social To conclude, the "Spoon-Fed 
opinion piece in the last edition of The ing the U1 program" means eliminating CFS are irrelevant to this issue. programs and/or raise taxes. What the Masses" - the sheep you referred to 
Other Press, students are essentially employer contributions to UI so that Ostensibly, the funds diverted from Feds and the Bourgois media have not in your opinion piece- are all the pea-
ignorant about the proposals laid out in workers are the only ones paying into UI and gain would be used to finace been telling us is that making people pie who support the feds proposals 
the Green Book. You did have a point the plan. (The gov't does not fund Ul); "Employment Tools" (workfare and poorer and more desperate will notre- without asking who is really benefitting 
there, since the Feds are constantly "improving access to learning" means trainingfare). Translation: The gov't duce the deficit (besides, social pro- from these schemes. The rest of us, and 
changing their stand on exactly which eliminating federal transfer payments to plans to take from the "unworthy poor" grams are not responsible for the defi- those of us who need to use social pro-
way they plan to attack the poor, and the provinces and replacing this with and give to the "worthy poor", not ac- cit). grams (the unemployed , students, 
what they have stated so far is couched block funding (smaller, lump sum pay- tually create jobs. These proposals are Furthermore, the gov't is not plan- women, children, seniors, and so on) 
in such blithe terms as the need for "re- ments with no stipulation as to where part of the feds new low-wage strategy ning to raise the taxes of those who can are not sheep, we are guinea pigs tar-
form" and "improving" our social safety the money will actually go). Inciden- which is designed to pit the working afford it- the rich and the more than geted for the gov'ts [sic] latest ex peri-
net. tally~ I wonder exactly whose "access" poor against other (ie. unionized) work- 60,000 corporations who currently pay ment. 
Students get shafted 
Hey, let's limit education so 
we can increase ignorant masses! 
by Simon Savage 
It's too bad that our local politi-
cians don't care about education. Pro-
vincial Reform Party leader Jack 
Weisgerber and Opposition leader 
Gordon Campbell both made it clear 
that they believe students should be 
prepared to accept the pain of higher 
education costs because the country 
faces a debt crisis. 
These were the sentiments 
they expressed following the 
student protest rally. But the 
same two leaders were front 
and centre to support a recent 
Vancouver tax revolt. Why 
would it be fair to let tui-
tion costs increase but 
not taxes? Either way, 
someone is 
going to have 
to pay more, 
but why 
should it be stu-
dents, who are the 
poorest of all? 
The wealthy 
may have 
helped build the country but they have 
also w~;~tched it slide into debt while 
huge corporations contributed less and 
less in taxes. Now the wealtl_Jy don't 
want to be taxed to pay that debt. In-
stead, they are putting the lion's share 
of Canada's debt on our social pro-
grams. They have the nerve to say 
that social programs are the problem 
when the real problem is billions of 
dollars in corporate tax breaks. Now 
the wealthy don't want to be taxed to 
pay that debt. Instead. they are putting 
the lion's share of Canada's d Stu-
dents need to con-
tinue to protest 
loudly and 
clearly concern-
costs. We 
need edu-
cation at a 
price that everyone 
can afford. Nelson 
Mandela told his 
nation that the 
way to freedom 
and democ-
racy was 
through the 
classroom. 
We need to 
ensure that our 
society is able to in-
terpret the real 
tr' meaning behind 
what our politicians are 
saying. For that we need to be edu-
cated. 
Next time there is an election, I 
hope students remember that 
Weisgerber and Campbell place less 
value on our education than on pleas-
ing the wealthy. 
ers. This will only succeed in eventu- little or no taxes on huge profits. In-
These kids nowadaYs!!! 
Damn them, their goin 1 to school, their classical, and their jazz ... 
by Trent Ernst 
m e too 
noise. The stU-
dent would do 
lounge, how.ever:it migllc ~etnllJ9J;>rie. 
Admitte ~the musicd~Jm(meQ.t 
is a bit of an od1li in this school, t>e~ · 
cause the students h e come to know 
each other as friends, and not just as 
class mates. Such interpersonal 'rel@on-
ships tend to be the basis for the noise 
levels that are causing concern. 
could be for-
bidden from 
property. This would 
havoc on things like the 
school band and private lessons, 
but the members of the Faculty As-
their work. Music education 
of theoretical 
would need to be 
done to limit the amount of conversa-
the students would not be in the same 
there would be no way that they 
tion in the music department hallway. Ernst is the A&E Coordina-
si.Jnpl mtd effective methoq would 
be to abolish the music program. Since College music student. 
4:00pm Wednesday 
Room 1020 
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cores and Results Women•s Rugby 
Women's Volleyball 
Feb. tO Douglas 3 vs 
Feb. 11 Douglas 3 vs 
Men's Volleyball 
Feb. 10 Douglas 3 VS 
Feb. U Douglas 3 VS 
Men's Basketball 
Feb. 10 Douglas 65 vs 
Feb. 11 Douglas 81 VS 
Feb. 17 Douglas 66 VS 
Feb. 18 Douglas 80 vs 
Women's Basketball 
Feb. 10 Douglas 63 vs 
Feb. 11 Douglas 53 VS 
Feb. 17 Douglas 49 VS 
Feb.18 Douglas 72 VS 
Carl boo 0 
Carl boo 1 
Carl boo 2 
Carl boo 0 
TWU 67 
Camosun 67 
Malaspina 83 
Langara 86 
TWU 64 
Camosun 53 
Malaspina 58 
Langara' 58 
.. 
Date Opponent 
Feb.26 Brit Lions 
Mar.5 Make Up game 
Mar.ll/12 Dogwoodfest 
Mar.19 Semi-Finals 
Mar.26 Finals 
Men•s Basketball 
Date Event 
Feb 23-26 Provincal Semi-Finals 
Mar 2-5 Provincal Finals 
Mar 8-11 Nationals in Nova Scoti 
Women•s Basketball 
Date Event 
Feb 23-26 Provincal Semi-Finals 
Mar 2-5 Provincal Finals 
Mar 8-11 Nationals in Nova Scotia 
as ~· CARNARVON ST-~ bi[:JCk i=n::>rn DOUGLAS COLLEGE 
~ ~ ..-..e..-e.! I . 131G. SLICE: -"PIZZA • 
- ~= ---------------=====----~~~~~~~~~~~ .~ 
I>OUGL.A.'5 . 
COLLEGE 
CARNARVON ST.. UWI' 
•9-------
•• =~ t 
• 
-
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We 
need 
spor ts 
vvriters 
INUNE 
SKAllNG 
Classes: 
M ondays 12-1pm 
Wednesdays 5-6pm 
in the gym. 
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Douglas badminton on a slip 
Chen is hoping for a rebound before finals 
by Ken Spittel 
The Douglas College Badminton 
team did not place well at the January 
14th tournament at BCIT. 
The Badminton team placed a dis-
appointing 4th. Corey Loekin and 
Kevin Legge placed third in the men's 
doubles. Vivan Mai and Lana Lim 
placed first in the women's doubles. 
Kyoko Yamada and Gary dou-
bles. Tomoni Ohkubo was third in the 
women's singles. 
"I am very disappointed," P.eter 
Chen, the head coach, said. 
"The long Christmas break, and 
the lack of practice afterwards really did 
not help. We are going to have to train 
harder to do better in Kamloops." 
Kamloops is the last tournament 
before the finals, which are held here 
on February 25th. So Kamloops is the 
teams last chance to put it all together. 
Douglas Collge Vancouver Grizzlies Fan Club 
by Candice Lee Nets; the Sultans of Slam featuring 
Seattle Supersonics, Chicago Bulls, San 
Last week the newly formed 
Vancouver Grizzlies Fan Club gave 
away prizes for a hoop shoot which was 
located in the concourse on Thursday 
and Friday. 
The Fan Club is trying to recruit 
members and sell 
seasons tickets to 
students. 
Tickets are 
$149 for eleven 
games that also 
enables the 
students to a free 
Douglas College 
club t-shirt , the 
Vancouver Grizzlies 
newsletter, admission 
to exclusive members 
Antonio Spurs. 
The Shooting Stars package 
featuring Phoenix Suns, Houston 
Rockets, Toronto Rapters, Indiana 
Pacers. 
The Weekend Warriors package 
featuring Hous.ton Rockets, Denver 
Nuggets, Golden State 
Warriors and Utah 
Jazz. 
Also available are 
five game packs 
eaturing San 
Antonio Spurs 
and Utah Jazz, 
as well as a 
Gambler's Grab. 
Learn stopping, 
turning and other 
skills. Starts March 6. 
$3 per class. First 
1\i•c•;:~;:~ is FREE! Register 
in Rm 1317. Bring 
your own skates and 
protective gear. 
Kevin Legge (mixed doubles) and 
Michael Co (men's doubles) are 
hopefuls for B.C. finals this 
weekend held at Douglas. 
events and discounts on 
sports merchandise. 
A $20 peposit is 
required for the 
tickets. Drop it off at 
either the Douglas 
College Foundation 
~~- officeat4002orinRoom 
1317. For more information They are the Beasts of the East 
call Richard at 527-5005. 
, featuring Orlando Magic, New York 
There are four game 
blocks available. 
Womens 
Volleyball 
Takes Pair in 
Kamloops 
The Douglas College 
Women's Volleyball team took to 
the road for their flnal regular 
season matches this past 
weekend in Kamloops. 
Douglas came out with a pair 
of victories as they upped their 
B C C A A 
record to 17 & 3. 
On Friday, Douglas defeated 
Cariboo by a 3-0 (15-4, 15010, 
15-8) count as they showed a 
balanced attack and tenacious 
defensive play. 
Amy Kanakos led the way 
for Douglas with 11 kills and 7 
blocks, while Sasha Klunder 
added 10 kills and 7 blocks. 
Third year player and 
assistant coach Susan Sharp 
contributed 7 kills and 10 blocks, 
with Sally Roberts adding 9 
blocks for the victory. 
Saturday saw a closer match 
as both teams had c linched 
where they would place in the 
standings, and both used the 
opportunity to play the entire 
bench. 
Douglas came out on top 
with a 3-1 (15-6, 15-12, 15-17, 
15-9) victory. 
Klunder added to her season 
record kill and block totals as 
she topped the 300 kill mark 
with 18 kills and 7 blocks. 
Sharp and Melanie 
Primeau each added 9 
kills as Douglas ended 
the season on a 6 match 
winning streak and won 
18 on 19 games played 
during that period. 
Next Douglas will travel 
to Kelowna on Friday 
February 24 to compete in 
th e BCCAA 
Championships .Douglas 
will face the College of New 
Caledonia Spruce Caps on Fri-
day at 7:00pm in one of the Quar-
ter Final matches with the win-
ner taking on host Okanagan Sat-
urday morning at 1 O:OOam. 
The winner of the Champi-
onships will travel to Edmonton 
March 9-12 for the CCAA Na-
tional Championships. 
o .P. 
s~~ 
o.?. 
SPOTns Q,P. 
SHORTs 
O.P. 
SSPoRJS OP. HORJS 
o.P. 
Douglas 
squeeks 
win against 
TWU 
Knicks, Charlotte Horner, New Jersey 
OP. s~ o.P. SH~ 
O.P. 
SPOB'JS 
o,fHORJS 
o.f'. 
well, building a 7 point lead. 
Trinity was able to close the gap, 
and in the latter stages were able 
to hit 2 free throws with 13 sec-
onds remaining to tie the game 
at 65. On the 
Royals next 
Douglas College faced possession, 
TWU on Feb 1Oth in what was a they were not 
crucial game for both squads able to con-
Trinity was hitting on all vert their shot 
cylinders to start the game , with 2 sec-
pulling out to a 9 point lead, both onds remain-
the Royals climbed back into the ing a foul was 
game by stepping up their called on 
defense and trailed 33-29 at the D o u g I a s . 
half. Trinity was 
The Royals were the ones able to convert · 
that started the second half out their 2 free throws to 
win 67-65 . Lak Johal and Scott 
Walton led Douglas with 15 and 
14 points respectively. 
Saturday saw Douglas return 
to their winning ways as they 
faced a must win situation 
against Camosun College and 
defeated the Chargers 87-61. 
Camosun scored the first 
basket of the game, but Douglas 
ran off 12 straight to almost put 
the game out of reach early. 
Douglas was able to extend the 
lead to 18 points, 51-33 at the 
break. In the second half, the 
Royals led by as many as 29 
points, but the Chargers put 
together a 14-0 run near the end 
of the game to close the final 
score at 81-67. Six players 
scored in double figures for the 
Royals with Walton leading the 
way with 14 and 8 rebounds. 
Chad Caldwell added 13 points 
and 7 steals. 
Next Douglas will take to the 
road for a pair of games to end 
the regular season. Douglas will 
need at least 
as split to 
help secure a 
playoff berth 
as they face 
2nd place 
Malaspina on 
Friday and 1st 
place Langara 
on Saturday. 
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A Queer week, but not at all odd .. .; ~ 
A week of awareness and fun in Victoria 
by Tammy Coombes Now at UVic, Lisa is the coordi- ing institutions (concerns of students 
nator of the LGBA (the Lesbian, Gay, and instructors), censorship of homo-
The week of February 13th to the Bisexual Association) . The Queer sexual lite,rature (Little Sisters, etc.), 
18th, was Queer Awareness Week at Awareness Week was her project this and challenges of studying and re-
the University of Victoria. year. With this event, she hoped to ere- searching queer issues in a university. 
The woman in charge of organiz- ate an atmosphere in which other stu-
ing the events was Lisa J. Lander, who dents at UVic could learn more about 
is a former Douglas College student. queer issues. She feels these issues are 
She has now has moved on from our often talked about but not accepted by 
To end the day, there were two 
screenings of erotic films; one for men 
and one for women. 
Friday was a day 
institution to a place of even higher 
learning. 
Lisa \(as the coordinator of the 
LGBC, the Lesbian , Gay, Bisexual 
Collective at Douglas College. Along 
with her numerous responsibilities here, 
she had a desire to educate students 
about queer issues. 
She organized the Out Loud event 
which took place at Douglas College a 
year ago. It was an informative, one day, 
combination of speeches and 
many students. of fun ... and learning 
Monday was rhe day M.P. Svend t o o ! N i c o I a 
Robinson, introduced Queer Awareness Harwood per-
Week and expressed the importance of formed her show -
such an event. 
Booths for Artists for AIDS and 
other information were set up in the 
SUB. 
Love Mitten, the 
Lesbian Aveng-
ers' Vancouver 
Chapter showed 
Later in the evening, there was a a video entitled, 
screening of the independantly pro- Lesbians Eat 
duced lesbian tilm Go Fish. Fire /1 , and to 
Wednesday was a day filled with wrap up the 
workhsops to promote queer awareness workshops. Some of the topics covered week, there 
both on campus and in the community. were: AIDS (although this is NOT only was a BIG 
It was a great success. a queer concern), homophobia in learn- party. 
Nicola 
Harwood 
struts her 
stuff as 
Love 
Mitten 
February 25, 1995 
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Get Mad! 
E ' ) Get ven. ., ~"
Join the 
Join the riot! 
THE LESBIAN AVENGERS uses 
grassroots activism to fight for lesbian visibil-
ity. 
OUR PURPOSE is to identify and 
promote lesbian issues and perspectives 
wm1e empowenng lesbians to become 
experienced organizers who can partici-
pate in political rebellion. 
WE RECOGNIZE that 
there is a wide spectrum of opinion 
within the lesbian community about 
what the isses are, how they should be 
precieved, and what strategies to employ. 
WHILE WE CELEBRATE 
the diversity within our community, The 
Lesbian Avengers is not for everybody. It is 
for women who want to be involved in 
activism, work in the community, be 
creative, do shit-work, change their opin-
ions (and especially change others) and share 
organizational skills. Other strategies are also valid, but The 
Lesbian Avengers' 
reason for existing is DIRECT 
ACTION. 
The Lesbian Avengers were founded in 
· June 1993 in New York; there is now a 
chapter in nearly every major Ameri-
can city. The Vancouver Lesbian 
Avengers is the second chapter to 
start in Canada. (Guelph, Ontario was 
first.) 
WE MEET every second 
and fourth Friday of the month at the 
Vancouver Lesbian Center 876 
Commercial Drive. 
WE 
RECRU 
PARTY& 
FUNDRAIS 
GO·GO GIRLS MUSIC 
MEDIA INSTAllATION 
SAT, OCT 24 
9PM-4AM 
119 AVE D. 2nd FLR 
SS AT THE DOOR 
n.. l.tr$1hAN AVQIGENIIit"' d"**t. 
..,,..,.. il<"""' ,.,_/ljd..., ......... w .. i 
to hoabilon _,,.,....,.. vt.lliliJO;y, , 
__ t_,.., 1\Ho.....,. •t ~4ft ·"· 
""'I..OIIIbiMt., o.v eom-w , ..., :::=.:~..,~~::~c. ,";( 
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lEVELS of hOMOPHOBIA 
Repulsion: Homosexuality is seen as a 's ickness, a sin , or a crime'. Anything is 
justified to change ' those people' (eg. pri son , hospitalization, negati ve behavior 
therapy, including shock therapy). 
Pity: Heterosexual chauvinism. Heterosexuality is assumed to be more mature 
and certainly to be preferred . Any possibility of becoming straight should be 
reinforced and those who seem to be born ' that way' should be pitied .. . ' the poor 
dears .. .'. 
Tolerance: Homosexuality is viewed as just a phase of adolescent development 
that many people go through and most lesbian, gay and bisexual people are seen 
as less mature than straights and treated with the protectiveness and indulgence 
one uses with a child. This belief implies lesbians , gays and bisexuals should not 
be given positions of authority because they are still working through adolescent 
behaviours. 
Acceptance: Still implies that there is something to accept, characterized by 
such statements as "You are not gay to me; you're a person" . "What you do in 
bed is your own business". "That's fine as long as you don't flaunt it". Not to 
mention the famous , "We love you anyway". This ignores the pain of invisibility 
and the stress of closet behavior. "Flaunt" usually means say or do anything that 
makes people aware. It also denies the social and legal realities with which les-
bian, gay and bisexual people live. 
lEVELS of pOSITIVE aTTITUDE 
Support: Works to safeguard the rights of lesbian, gay, and bisexual people. 
Aware of the climate and irrational unfairness of attitudes and realities. 
Admiration: Acknowledges that being gay, lesbian, or bisexual in our society 
takes strength. Willing to truly look at themselves and work on their own 
homophobic attitudes. 
Appreciation: Values the diversity of people and sees lesbian, gay, and bisexual 
persons as a valid part of that diversity. Willing to work towards combating 
homophobia in themselves and others. 
Nurturance: Assumes that lesbian, gay and bisexual people are indispensable in 
our society. Views lesbian, gay and bisexual people with genuine affection and 
delight and are willing to be lesbian, gay and bisexual advocates. 
The Other Press February 25, 1995 
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Heterosexism: 
Gender bias towards gay community 
by Tammy Coombes 
Although gay culture is popular 
culture, homophobia is still rampant 
with in soceity. Generally, two women 
together is accepted, however two men 
together is more intimidating. 
A gay male couple is a direct threat 
to a patriarchal system; they are apart, 
yet within. They don't adhere to the nor-
mal male standards and so create an im-
balance which threatens to disrupt the 
system. 
A lesbian couple doesn't seem to 
pose the same threat to a patriarchal 
system as two men do because they are 
seen as having little wealth or power. 
When two women are 
seen being intimate 
with each other, 
whether holding 
hands or hug-
ging, it is 
trivialized ; 
also lesbians 
are often 
sexualized. 
Govern-
ment contrib-
utes to 
homophobia with 
anti-gay legislation, 
such as an adoption law 
which gives legal rights to only one of 
the parents, or their refusal to 
change the definition of 
a family to include 
same-sex couples. 
Whether gay or 
lesbian, the threat 
of some sort of re-
jection or violence 
is a reality. 
Homophobia 
i~ often ex-
pressed through 
gay bashings; six or 
seven occur every week 
in Vancouver's West End. 
aiDS: tODAY aND tOMMOROW 
aiDS-
tHE sECOND 
gENERATION 
wHERE aRE 
wE nOW? 
wHERE aRE wE gOING? 
bY gORDON wASELNUK 
We are now in our 14th year of the AIDS epidemic 
and we seem to be corning to a crossroads. There is good 
news and bad news. We might as well talk about the bad 
first and get it over with. 
-Following the Yokohoma Conference last summer 
the Globe and Mail issued a front page story entitled, '' 
'Aids Infects 3 Million in One Year'. The article state 
that a record three million people caught the Aids viru 
last year around the world and an AIDS explosion in 
could drive the toll far higher. 
The latest figures by the World Health Oq~anifzation 
out 
Setting up basic pro-
grams in Asia would only 
cost between 750 million and 
1.5 billion U.S. [a fraction of 
the money now spent on the 
U.S . military] . These pro-
grams might prevent approx. 
5 million new infections by 
the turn of the century. 
The strategies to prevent '' 
a vast AIDS epidemic there, 
are the same ones that have 
worked elsewhere: teaching 
people how to avoid catching 
the virus sexually, largely 
through condom promotion, 
and treating [virus spreading] 
venereal diseases. A major 
impediment is the unwilling-
ness of some governments to 
acknowledge that AIDS is a 
problem. 
Activists have asked 
people with HIV and AIDS in 
the west to show solidarity 
and refuse taking offered 
drugs or participating in drug 
trials unless these drugs and 
trials are available to everyone at a rea-
sonable cost. 
And now the good news! 
The rate of infection here in the 
west has leveled off. People with AIDS 
are living a few years longer on aver-
age. 
Last year, following extensive sur-
veys of HIV positive people, the term 
Long Term Non-Progressors (LTNP) 
was created, describing the lucky 6-9% 
of persons with HIV who demonstrate: 
(I ) seropositivity for over 10 years (2) 
a CD4 count consistently over 500 and 
not declining (3) an asymptomatic state 
of infection and (4) no history of use of 
antiretroviral (AZT etc.) therapy. 
The "why" to all this remains un-
known, but viral strain differences and 
inherent genetic factors are high on the 
list of possibilities. These surveys are 
important for several reasons : They lay 
to rest the false statement that HIV is 
an invariably fatal disease, give peace 
of mind to those who are LTNP's and 
give hope to the majority who are not. 
It is even possible than within a group 
of people infected between 1988 and 
1990, a larger percentege than ever be-
fore will be LTNP's. 
Anal, vaginal intercourse and I.V. 
drug use are the highest risk activities. 
I also believe homophobia, a fear and 
intolerence of gay and lesbians, is a 
contributor to the spread of this virus. 
What can we all do to make a dif-
ference? 
The most important 
thing to do is to not get in-
fected. Creative inven~ive and 
erotic safe sex practices. How 
about teaching your partner to 
apply a condom to you with 
their mouth? Have I piqued 
your interest ? We must Accept 
peoples differences. 
Finally, support people 
living with HIV and AIDS in 
their struggle for basic human 
rights. 
Here in Vancouver, the 
Vancouver Persons with Aids 
Society is proposing a Na-
tional Catastrophic Disability 
Program, which will provide 
adequate income security and 
maintain quality of life for per-
sons with diagnosed cata-
strophic illnesses. 
In their discussion pa-
per they state that by provid-
ing adequate income security, 
the taxpayer will actually save 
money because people living 
on or below the poverty line use hospi-
tals ( $ 1100/day ) more often due to 
their isolation and substandard housing. 
Poor people die faster and spend 
far more time in hospital than those with 
higher incomes. Think about it! People 
living with HIV and AIDS do not want 
people to feel sorry for them, on the 
contrary, they want people to accept 
them and to stand up and fight for their 
rights. 
Gordon is a member of the Treatment 
Information Project: Vancouver Per-
sons withAids Society. He is a contribu-
tor to the Positive Living Manual and 
Managing Your Health, National Edi-
tion. 
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Un.:Straight Talk 
A word from the LGBC 
The issue of sexuality is everyone's 
issue regardless if you are straight, 
lesbian, gay or bisexual. 
change of attitudes in people my age. 
I don't want to hide my feelings 
towards other men, but I am often 
This article is also geared to this forced to because of close-minded 
type of thinking. My name is Dave and people who would seek to harm me 
I'm a 19 year - old bisexual youth. I because they lack understanding. 
belong to the L.G.B.C. of Douglas I'm willing to make a proposition: 
College, and I have been given the If you hide your heterosexuality, I'll 
chance to blow off some steam in this hide my bisexuality. Deal? You're 
paper. probably shaking your head at how 
I believe that my sexuality is not a crazy this sounds, but I think you get 
crime, unnatural or revolting (as some my point. 
may think!) I chose my sexuality Acceptance towards 
because it is right for me, but a lot of homosexuality is coming along 
people believe that this path is not smoothly, but not fast enough 
socially acceptable. because of incidents of violence 
Who the fuck do they think they against . homosexuals and 
are?! The path that I walk in life is 
difficult and has caused a lot of harm to 
myself, and to the people with whom I 
associate. Why? Because I do 
something that is natural to me. 
Obviously this discrimination is an 
injustice, and I'm tired of the strife 
caused by it. However, this article is not 
written to speak negatively or to strike 
others down, but to give some of the 
public an understanding of my life and 
culture. 
My goal, in writing, is to acquire 
acceptance in mainstream culture and 
society. This will not come easily 
although I do see some progress and 
bisexuals are still occurring 
frequently. 
I hope that this will 
make you think. 
For more 
information contact 
the L.G.B.C. at 527-
5335, box # 4550 
and leave a 
message. 
Keep 
love alive 
Koo 
Kats! 
... And We Like It Too!!! 
Hi there, all you folks hiding around 
the corners, lurking in the backs of dark 
classrooms, and hanging up when you 
phone the L.G.B.C. box#. Yeah, I know 
you're out there. My name is Zach and 
I'm a member of the Lesbian, Gay, 
Bisexual Collective here at Douglas 
College. 
When I first started attending 
Douglas, I didn't feel the need to join 
any sort of club or collective because I 
thought that I would just be attending 
classes and well .. .leaving. Boring! So, 
second semester here I decided to give 
the collective a call. Like so many 
others, I too hung up (twice even!). 
However, I eventually worked up the 
courage to leave my name and number, 
and much to my surprise, I was called 
back by a friendly and normal student 
type much like myself. 
Anyway, I started attending the 
meetings (held every Thursday) and 
found a small, but enjoyable group of 
people who embody a wide spectrum 
of diversity. 
sometimes they range from political 
happenings, either worldwide or local, 
to organizing social events (check out 
the Valentine's Day dance on Feb. 
lOth!) or sometimes it's just a meeting 
point to decide where we should all go 
clubbing later that night. Most 
importantly, its a cool, low-stress, low-
key, way to meet other gay, lesbian or 
bisexual people here in the college. 
Anyone who's interested in attending 
is welcome to· come by and check it out. 
It doesn't matter who you are, we even 
have a straight member who adds one 
more great personality to our group. 
I'm not sure what misconceptions 
people have about the collective, but let 
me dispel a few that I have thought up. 
No, we are not having a great big orgy 
every Thursday (nothing in this world 
is perfect!). No you will not be judged 
if your clothes are not straight (forgive 
the pun) out of the pages of Details or 
any other magazine that (ahem!) 
.. . pleases you! Get the message? Good. 
So, call 527-5335, ext.4550 and leave 
Meetings generally run about an your message. You might even have a 
hour or some-times longer depend-ing good time. 
on what we are doing. Topics vary, and 
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Honesty is healing 
A heterosexual Woman discovers it's not easy being gay 
by this is my side of the story sometimes still feel lied to and used. 
I was involved with a man for five I catch myself picking apart our 
and a half years and out of these had relationship, looking for a problem or 
been engaged for about two when he someone to take the blame only to find 
no one. I sometimes have to remind 
myself that my fin ace had not discussed came out of the closet and said he was 
gay. his emotions or situation with anyone, I don't want to get into too much 
had left us both gropping in the dark. detail about our relationship, but this 
was a man who I had basically grown 
up with. We had been together since I 
was 15, and he 16. We shared 
everything. He was my best friend, my 
confidante, my protector, my security 
blanket, and most of all my lover. 
When my fiance came out to me, I 
was devastated . I had no one and 
nowhere to turn to. As we were both 
new to Vancouver, we hadn't gotten 
around to making new acquaintances or 
even tried getting involved in other 
activities besides school and work. 
It wasn' t until later that he found 
a group and some friends who were able 
to help him and help me with my 
numerous 
upheaval. 
questions emotional 
There are many groups out there 
that can help someone coming out, but 
there are none that deal with a lover of 
a gay man or lesbian women./ Ed. Note. 
There is a support group called Parents 
and Friends of Lesbians and Gays. See 
directory page for info. 1 What I needed 
at the time was to share my story with 
someone who had a similar experience 
and was surviving. 
My family, who at the time lived 
So when he came out I felt totally 
isolated, scared, very lonely, very hurt, 
betrayed, and lied to. I experienced a 
lot of emotions and a great deal of many miles away, thought I should 
return home. When I didn' t, they still 
confusion, especially regarding our 
relationship. 
I bombarded my fiance with many 
questions, trying to find the meaning 
and reasoning for our relationship. At 
the time it seemed the more I asked, the 
more I dreaded the answer; the more I 
dreaded the answer, the more hurt I 
supported us both, emotionaly. Coming 
out is not an easy thing to do. Fear of 
scaring or hurting your family, losing 
your friends, and becoming isolated 
from all those you love prevents many 
people from coming out. 
Society doesn' t make it easy either 
as many gays, lesbians, and even 
was by his response. bisexuals face discrimination of all For a while, I could only see 
forms. 
that our relationship had 
existed as a means for him 
to suppress his homosexual 
desires. It took a while 
for me to see that our 
My reason for sharing my side with 
you is to stress the importance of 
knowing who you are and being that 
person, because if you don't, no one 
relationship existed wms. 
because we shared Two years later, my ex-fiance and 
,,: .. 
'·.:,:. · y~.,:::..<:'< 
a very strong 
bond for each 
other, 
although, 
once in a 
while, I 
I are best friends, each others 
confidantes, and roommates. We both 
have worked hard together helping each 
other to understand and grow from this 
without losing everything we have 
worked so hard for. Not every coming 
out story is like this. Some are really 
happy while others could be your worst 
nightmare. The important thing is those 
people you read or hear about coming 
out and being themselves, and not 
someone they're expected to be . 
i go for anonymous HIV testing/ 
cock safe/ 
unproteded sex a month ago, and just got 
a negative test back am i in the clrur yeti 
+ how do i ketp my nt.edles cleilnl 
+ where do i go to get dental dams! 
Hours of Opr.rdfitHJ: Mon./ Thur5./Fn~ 10 AM -S PM 
TutsJ Jiltd 10 AM- 9 PM 
lntereJtt.'fl in rldytimc Y(){unf,'tlf/19 allht helplinel Traln/118 prot/deJ. 
Conlld c;. al661·l111, tJd. 111 
call th' htlplinq: 687-aids (11,37) 
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Taxpayers' 
money has been 
spent in the delay 
of the Little Sis-
ters' court case ... 
.... 
For years and years a battle has 
been waged between a Vancouver 
bookstore, Little Sisters, and the Ca-
nadian Customs. A battle that started 
in the eighties has become a court case 
that has been in progress for four years. 
It almost seems as though the gov-
ernment prosecutors had hoped that 
Little Sisters would run out of money 
before the trial was over. (Afterall, they 
had no worry of running short them-
selves.) 
This has not happened; both gay 
and straight communities have sup-
ported Little Sisters throughout the trial; 
there have been numerous fund raising 
events raising about $130 000 so far and 
many more events are planned, now that 
the court is in deliberation, with the goal 
being to raise another $120 000. 
Censorship has been the main fo-
cus of this court case, but there is also 
homophobia present. 
With the heterosexual porno-
graphic industry booming, isn't it in-
teresting that erotic images of gays, les-
bians and bisexuals are deemed offen-
sive and are subject to Canada Customs' 
censorship? 
Why is one group given more free-
dom than another - if not because of 
blatant discrimination? 
One fear that Canada Customs has, 
is that by letting pornography with a gay 
theme into the country, they may some-
how be condoning pedophelia. 
An all too common myth is that 
pedophiles are homosexuals. We must 
educate ourselves about pedophelia, 
homosexuals are not pedophiles in 
fact, studies show that 97% of 
pedophiles are heterosexual males. 
Over 100 different titles desti'ned 
for Little Sisters have been seized at the 
border. Ironically, if a book is deemed 
obscene when enroute to Little Sisters! 
the same writing can be purchased from 
other local bookstores. 
Why spend taxpayers' money on 
censorship, when the money could be 
used to educate ourselves about what 
it is that is crossing our borders? 
Some of the authors who took the 
stand in defense of the Little Sisters 
bookstore are: Richard Burton, Jane 
Rule, Pat Califia, Bonne Ryder, and 
Sarah Schulman. 
Not all of the writers testifying 
have had their own work censored, but 
each author realizes how rigid censor-
ship threatens free thought and expres-
sion. After all, we are still taxpayers in 
a free country. A democratic country. 
The Other Press February 25, 1995 
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contract with the world 
A book by Jane Rule 
review by Tammy Coombes 
On March 27th. the B.C. premier 
of the Jane Rule documentary will be 
aired on the Knowledge Network, (see 
your local listings for the time.) 
Jane Rule is a brilliant Canadian 
author who has had some of her writ-
ings censored by Canada Customs. An 
articulate and eloquent speaker, she 
tells about her experience as a writer. 
One of Jane Rule's previously 
banned books is contract with the 
world, published by Pandora 
Press. The List of zany charac-
ters is as follows: 
Joseph Rabinowitz has a 
nervous disorder that causes 
him to constanly babble. To 
cure himself, he walks ... and 
walks ... and walks. 
Mike Trasco is a 
flailing artist who portrait photographer. In anger, he 
repeatedly applies for displays pictures of people he knows to 
Canada Council grants for be homosexual. They aren't impressed. 
his art projects and is Carlotta has a dark view of life. 
frustrated when he is 
turned down. 
Alma Trasco is 
spoiled by her parents, 
tolerates her husband, 
and has an affair with 
She is a starving artist who paints por-
traits ... and usually sleeps with her sub-
jects. 
The book is divided into six sec-
tions in which Jane Rule gives a diverse 
description of what is taking place by 
adopting the voice of one of the book's 
characters. 
These characters try and make 
Roxanne records sense of their lives through artistic ex-
sounds. Sounds ploration; however, success and under-
Roxanne. She writes 
about it all 
afterwards. 
from all over the standing of the world come to some and 
city... she is elude others. 
obsessed with her 
art and gets 
The book is set in Vancouver. 
herself into trou- Other Jane Rule books published by 
ble with the law Pandora Press are Desert of the Heart, 
because of it. Memory Board, This Is Not For You, 
A I I e n Against The Season, After the Fire, and 
Dent is a The Young in One Another's Arms. 
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Lesbian Focus 
A Bunch of Lesbians (ABOL) 
1170 Bute Street 
Van, BC V6E 1Z6 
684-6869 
Social group meets at the Gay and 
Lesbian Centre every Wed. 7:30pm. 
Gazebo Connection 
382-810 W. Broadway Ave. 
Vancouver, BC V5Z 4C9 
438-5442 
Purpose is to bring about a positive 
exchange about lesbian identities 
and lifestyles, and to provide an op-
portunity for lesbians to make con-
tact on a regular basis with others 
with similar interests. Gazebo wants 
to challenge stereotypical thinking. 
Lesbian Avengers 
876 Commercial Dr. 
Vancouver BC V5L 3W6 
268-9614 
Direct-action group using grassroots 
activism to fight for lesbian survival 
and visibility. Purpose is to promote 
and identify lesbian issues and per-
spectives. 
Vancouver Lesbian Connection 
(VLC) 
876 Commercial Dr. 
Vancouver BC V5L 3W6 
254-8458 
Services such as a library, support 
groups, coming out groups, and per 
counselling. If you are interested in 
starting a lesbian group, please call. 
Gay Focus 
Gay Asians of Vancouver area 
(GAVA) 
1170 Bute St. 
Vancouver, BC V6E 1Z6 
683-3825 
684-6869 
Peer support and education group 
for gay Asian men organizes 
potlucks, karoake nights, etc. 
GLC Gay Men's Discussion 
Group 
1170 Bute St. 
Vancouver BC V6E 1Z6 
684-6869 
Thursdays 7:30pm. 
Hominum Married and Single 
Gay Men's Support Group 
1170 Bute St. 
Vancouver, BC V6E 1Z6 
684-6869 
Meets 7:30pm every Monday. 
Out and About 
301-1710Barclay St. 
Vancouver, BCV6G 1K3 
683-2182 
Hike, bike, and/or camp with this 
men's outdoor activity group. 
Youth 
East-Side Youth Drop-In 
1661 Napier St. 
Van. BC V5L 4X4 
253-4391 
For lesbian, gay and bisexual youth, 
and their friends, ages 15-25. Meet 
new friends, discuss an issue, join a 
game or activity, bring your own 
ideas. 
Get Real 
1170 Bute St. 
Vancouver, BC V6E 1Z6 
684-6869 
Meets every Friday night 7:30pm 
for youths under 25. Guest speak-
ers, games nights, and special events 
Lesbian Youth Group 
876 Commercial Dr. 
Vancouver, BC VSL 3W6 
254-8458 
Xtra West Gay and Lesbian Association of SFU Parents and Friends of Lesbians and 
501-1033 Davie St. 
Vancouver BC V6E 1M5 
684-9696 
c/o Simon Fraser University Gays (PFLAG) 
Burnaby, BC VSA IS6 PO Box 30502 Brentwood PO 
291-3181 201-4567 Lougheed Highway 
Social group for lesbians 19 to 25 years 
old, meets every Sunday 7-9 pm. Church/ Religion 
Meets II :30-2:30 pm Tuesdays. Burnaby, BC VSC 2AO_ 
Youthquest Christ Alive Metropolitan Commu-
2980 Lazy 'A' St. nity Church 
Coquitlam, BC V3C 3N7 3214 West 10 Ave 
944-6293 Van. BC V6K 2L2 
Lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender 739-7959 
youth group. Computer bulletin board Worship begins Sunday 7: 15 pm, 
944-3019. Fellowship Hall in St. James 
AIDS Related Community Square. 
Dignity 
AIDS Vancouver PO Box 3016 
1107 Seymour St. Van. BC V6B 3X5 
Van BC V6B 5S8 432-1230 
681-2122 Mostly Roman Catholic members who 
Provides education an AIDS/HIV, a do self-counselling and lobby for 
food bank, the buddy program, cloth- change within the church. 
ing donations, hospital visitation, hous-
ing subsidies, etc. 
AIDS Vancouver Help Line 
English- 687-2437 
Integrity 
PO Box 2797 
Vancouver BC V6B 3X2 
423-1230 
Douglas College Lesbian,-Gay & 
Bisexual Collective 
527-5335 voice box 4550 (Norm) 
Meets 5:00-6:00 pm Thursdays 
Other Resources 
ACT UP Vancouver 
Box 93518 Nelson Park 1170 Bute St. 
Van BC V6E 2Y I 
683-6290 
Coming Out Groups 
1170 Bute St. 
Van. BC V6E IZ6 
684-6869 
For both women and men, facilitated 
throughout the year. Referrals can be 
made through this number. 
Coming Out Support and Recovery 
(COSAR) Spanish - 687-3433 
Chinese- 687-2727 Mostly Anglican members who do self 2866 Upland Crescent 
counselling and lobby for change within Clearbrook BC V2T 3E9 
BC Persons with AIDS Society the church. Affiliated with Dignity. 852-5724 
(BCPWAS) Meets at the Abbotsford Community 
1107 Seymour St. 
VanBC 
681-2122 
Metropolitan Community Church of Services Building, 2420 Montrove St., 
the Lower Mainland every Thursday 7-830 pm. 
PO Box 245 
Mutual support group for HIV + Maple Ridge, BC V2X 7G I 
members, offering services such as peer 462-9813 
Meets 7:30pm Sundays, 1111 6th Ave. 
Gay and Lesbian Centre of 
Vancouver (GLC) 
1170 Bute St. counselling, treatment information and 
a complimentary help fund. at the Metropolitan Community Vancouver BC V6E IZ6 
Church. 684-6869 
Black AIDS Network (BAN) 
1107 Seymour St. 
681-2122 
Offers peer counselling, information 
UNISON and referrals, lesbian and gay library, 
c/o The Unitarian Church, 949 W. 49th HIV and STD testing, free legal clinic, 
Offers to members of the black Ave. 
community information on HIV I AIDS, Vancouver, BC V 5Z 2T I 
as well as support services for people 261-7204 
and families who are affected by HIV/ Meet at this address the first Sunday 
free professional counselling, social 
groups, and support groups. Open 7-10 
pm every evening. 
AIDS. of each month 6:30pm except July and Gay and Lesbian Drop-in 
August. 
Downtown-Eastside PWA Society 
449 E. Hastings st. Bisexual 
Van. BC V6A IPS 
341-8958 Bi-cycle 
Weekly support group for HIV+ men 681-8815 
Carnegie Centre, 401 Main Street 
Vancouver, BC V6A 2T7 
665-2220 
Meets every first and third Thursday 
3-5 pm in the Pottery Room. 
and women, open to all. An advocate Bisexual or bifriendly activity group Gay and Lesbian Modem Users 
for HIV+, runs a food bank through that cycles, hikes or rollerblades. 669-2994 
255-4429 -
Support group for parents with gay/les-
bian children. Provides education on 
homosexuality and is an advocate for 
equal rights. 
Queer Street Patrol 
1-975-1469 
An all-volunteer organization whose 
purpose is to intervene in violent 
crimes. 
Vancouver Gay Volleyball Associa-
tion (VGVA) 
PO Box I 06-1027 Davie St. 
Vancouver BC V6E 4R2 
290-0133 
Bump, set of spike, whether you ' re 
recreational, novice, intermediate or 
competitive, you are welcome. Fall reg-
istration begins in September. 
Vancouver Leather Alliance 
PO Box 2253 
Vancouver BC V6B 3W2 
683-1990 
A pan-sexual , leather-oriented social 
group promoting participation, trust, 
compassion, pride and fun in the BC 
leather community. Open to both men 
and women. New members encouraged. 
Vancouver Lesbian and Gay Choir 
442-1027 Davie St. 
Vancouver, BC V6E 4L2 
290-0909 
Organization for those who enjoy sing-
ing together and are committed to high 
musical standards. New members for 
next semester in September are wel-
comed. 
Bookstores 
Little Sister's Book & Art Emporium 
1221 Thurlow St. 
Vancouver BC V6E I X4 
669-1753 
(Toll-free) 1-800-567-1662 
Fax: 685-0252 
Native Health Services. Data line is 681-3776. Vancouver Women's Bookstore 
Pacific AIDS Resource Centre 
(PAR C) 
1107 Seymour St. 
Vancouver BC V6B 5S8 
681-2122 
Bi-Face 
PO Box 20524-732 Davie ST. 
Van BC V6Z 2N8 
681-8815 
Support group for bisexual people 
meets on the first and third Tuesday of 
Umbrella group for AIDS Vancouver, each month. 
BCPWA Society, Positive Women's 
Network. 
Positive Women's Network 
I 107 Seymour St. 
Vancouver, BC V6B 5S8 
681-2122 
Provides support, advocacy and 
information for women living with 
HIV I AIDS, including peer counselling, 
resources, child care and transportation. 
Publications 
Angles Magazine 
1170 Bute St. 
Vancouver BC V6E 1Z6 
688-0265 
Options 
681-8815 
Social group for bisexual people to have 
fun and meet new friends on the sec-
ond Friday of each month. Call for de-
tails. 
School Groups 
Gays, Lesbians and Bisexuals of UBC 
(GLBUBC) 
c/o/ SUB, Box 9 University of British 
Columbia 
Vancouver, B.C. 
V6T 1W5 
822-4638 
Meets 5:00pm Mondays 
Phone for location. 
Gloria Greenfield 
Gay Bowling Leagues of Vancouver 315 Cambie St. 
Call 925-0005 for registration info for Vancouver, BC V6B 2N4 
September. 684-0523 
Feminists and lesbian fiction, non-fie-
North West Gay Rodeo Association tion, biography, humor, periodicals & 
(NWGRA) music. 
7255 Broadway Ave. 
Burnaby BC VSA lSI 
420-4174 
Women in Print 
Louise Hager 
3566 W. 4th Ave. Vancouver, B.C. 
732-4128 
Out on screen 
PO Box 521-1027 Davie St. 
Vancouver, B.C. V6E 4L2 
683-1159 
Organizes the lesbian and gay video 
film festival. 
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December 15, 1994 ing their ASSES off back home! 
The basic scenario for the past two 
Dear Douglas: weeks has been as follows ... the beach!! 
Hey kids!! It's Mike again with a There are two main beaches up in these 
little more to say about Australia. Okay, parts, Avalon and Whale Beach - both 
it's only been two weeks since I got here 
but boys and girls, I could write about 
this place forever. I'm currently staying 
with my friends Tim and Darlene in their 
cozy little flat about one hour north of 
Sydney, and I've found a little piece of 
paradise. 
Picture this: The sun is setting be-
hind row upon row of lush trees, filled 
with birds, of all kinds, singing to me 
(yeah, right...) , and, as it sets, I stare at 
the majestic harbour; Carleton Cold beer 
in one hand, half empty Carleton in the 
other, cheers to my companion Kevin 
Morrow and smile. As I sit back and pon-
der my good fortune, it's a wonder I can 
still picture my fellow Canadians freez-
prime, offering lush waves, good surfin', 
smooth tan-coloured sand .. . rock and 
pollution-free sand. 
I've been out tackling a few waves 
and in some cases, been tackled or even 
dummied heavily by some huge 30 foot , 
okay 15 foot , all right 3 foot waves, but 
hey ... I just got here. 
Hey Kev brother, pass me another 
cold one out of the freezer my man. 
Cheers old boy! 
Timbo, go for a surf? 
Oh, hey folks, sorry 'bout that, 
you' re still reading I guess. I'll try to 
keep to the topic, which is, to say ... me. 
Seriously though, I've been un-
winding heavily and feel quite docile and 
Produced under the direction of: 
Scorpio (Oct 23 ·Nov 21): Have you hugged a Virgo lately? 
Sagiltllrius (Nov 22 • Dec 21): Today you discover the secret to health, 
wealth and happiness. Tommorow, you will get run over by a herd of ram-
paging water buffalo. 
Caprlcom (Dec 22- }1111 19): After realizing that you're life is devoid of 
any intimacy, you decide to go out and buy yourself a pet hamster. What you 
., ~ A . ' ,. .. . .. > " 
don't realize is that it is a were-hampster, and on full moons turns into a . 
disheveled Jack Nicholson. Unable to train him, you will be forced to put 
him down, leaving your life even emptier than before. 
Aquarius (}111120- Feb 18): The big earthquake that has been predicted for 
decades finally hit's Vancouver, just as you get somebody to fall for that 
' 'Pull my finger" line. You will be traumatized for life, and will spend years 
in therapy, thinking that you caused the earthquake by your improprietous 
flatulent humor. 
Pisces (Feb 19 - Mar 20): You will be plagued all day by VPL. 
Aries (Mar 21-Apr 19): Not believing what you read in this horoscope, you 
wiJ1 call up Anthony Carr's Psychic line (over 18 only, please) and they'll 
teiJ you exactly the same thing. 
'lburus (Apr 20- May 20): You will be plagued all day by people asking you 
"So what the hell is VPL, anyway?" 
Gemini (May 21 - June 22): Don't touch me there! (But if you do, do it 
genitaiJy.) 
Cancer (June 23- July 22): Tomorrow you will wake to the sound of knock-
ing at your front door. Standing at the door wiU be a large man whose first 
and last names end with vowels. Fruitlessly you try and explain to him that 
no, your name isn't Doug Dunbar, and no, you didn't put '$50 000 on Lame 
Duck in the third. • The stars are fairly certain that you wiiJ regain the use of 
at least three appendages. 
Leo (July 23 • Aug 22): Jupiter is rising into Cancer and Sirus is aligned 
with Pluto. Basically what this means is don't eat any boiled eggs for at least 
two, probably three weeks. 
Wllfo (A., 23 ·Sept 22): To test a theory, you will butter both sides of a 
piece of toast and knock it off a table. Instead of landing on edge, (as you 
had hypothesized) the slice of toast will hover in mid-air for a moment, and 
then explode. 
I.iiJrtl (Sept 23 • Oel22): Lock yoUrself in a bathroom with a couple of good 
boob, at;l air freshener, and a crate of toilet paper. It's gonna be one of those 
dayspa 
{ftHiq II JO,.IIittlftl41: You will be the lucky one to get the Loonie in your 
birtliday cake, and if you badll•t of wolfed it down so fast, you wouldn't 
bave to ~pd bowel movement to ~pend it. 
Until next time ... content. The next challenge is to find my 
future home for myself and my mates 
Kevin, Jim and Rick (I said mates, kind 
of Australian, eh?). 
attractions, and I don't mean the trees .... 
Oh! (Dice again.) 
Hey shit! She's not wearing a top, 
Merry Xmas, Happy New Yea1 
and Cheers, 
she's corning over ... -Mike 
The current top prospect is a hip "Mike! Mike!" "Yes" I respond to 
little suburb called Manly, located just her. 
north of Sydney, and boasting a beauti- Ouch! Geez Kevin! Oh, I was day 
ful , lush, scantily-clad female-laden dreaming: sorry again folks. 
beach. I could call this home ... Oh! ( A Anyways, next time I write, I'll 
bit of the Dice-man accent required here, have a flat and a job, or be a broke bum 
Andrew Dice Clay, that is). I'm sure me on the beach ... either way I am laugh-
and the boys could get to like Manly's ing! 
{Mike Mountain is the OP's Austrt.~ 
ian corespondent. This is the second in 
series of letters from Mike, written deep 1 
the heart of Oz. Apparently, they';e alJ 
written deep in a state of inebriation. MiA 
likes to put on women's clothing and han 
around in bars. -TE} 
The Theatre Department is ~<:~dng off it's two productions f~r 
Moo, a "black comedy" will be pl~yjng from March 18-25. The (ioq 
playing from March 24- April l .,w, '' 
semester jo mid-March. 
man, of Sett.UI)n wilt. ee , 
Bare Reflections, Three female expressions of human formS wfll run until Maroh 10 in the 
Amelia Douglas Art Gallery. 
The DC Surf Club is holding another wild and crazy pub night on March 2. It's in the lower 
caf, and they're bringing the booze. Be there. (Oh. You have to pay fot drinks, FYI.) 
The Free DCSS movie nights continue. Movies will be shown at 4:00 and 6:00 on Wednesday 
and Thursday nights. March 1st is Colour of Night (Bruce Willis gets naked) and The Lover, 
March 2 showings are The Hunt For Red October (Sean Connecy goes under the water) and 
Under Siege (Segal goes over the to.p). z , 
The next week (March 8th and ~th) will feature The Lion King {ft's out already?)1 AlaJidin. 
on the 8th and the first two S~_pe~itian.movles on the 9th. '' ~; /· ·· ·.·.. !'' 1 ' 
First Blood and Rambo will ~ shown on the 15th of March. nie.next night, the movies will 
be Top Gun and Iron Eagle (You know, I ;~ sensing a theme he: e). ' ' 
Pianist Robert Rogers will accompany Saxophonists Ju1$a Nolan and David Branter on March 
9th. AU Noon at New West Concerts begin at 12:30 P.M. and are held in the DC Performing Arts 
,, ' r.esbv 
turned to Vancouver, bringing with it Nick . Wrong Trous~rs. Yol!, can . thiS. the 
W rang Trousers is simply the funniest bit of cinema to come out in the past what? Y~ar? 5 years? 
Ten years? And if you bring your fridge with thi~ y~·s flyer stuck to it, you can get ipto the festival 
for free! (No kidding!) 
Studio 58 at Langara will be presenting The' ComplJIIy, a '1theatrical experience" based on the 
music of Prokofiev. It has been getting .rave reviews. so go see what it's all about. The show will 
run to March 5 call 323-5227 for info. 
Massey Theatre will be hQst to the . Persopa(s) • Spring Tour '95, i n conjunction with the 
Pacific Cinematb~ue. The pUrpose of this ''toiif!is to "!?ring ,films that a.re less ac~ssil;lle to the 
New Westminster area. Showtime is 7:30, and tittceti ai-e $5.00 for students (~veri f~§§"ltyou use 
one of the nifty two-tor-one coupons, elswhere in this is$Ue). You're too late to get a series pass 
(the first show, Crooklyn, was shown Feb. 1, but if you hurry, you can get a pass for any 5 movies 
for $20.00. Films include the classic Marlene Dietrich flick, The Blue Angel, on March l, and The 
Life and Times of Allan Ginsberg, a documentacy about one of the more interesting figures of the 
last half century. 
The New Orchestra Workshop presents an ~ltploration of alternative jazz every Sunday at 
the Cafe Deux Soleils, down on Commercial and Sth. 
The NOW Society wiU also be presenting Hear itNOW, an e~ploration ofjmprovised mod-
em music. For:inrormation on ooth Cafe D¢ux S ·u lS ~d Hear it Now, ca112s4-50J6. 
Pat Me(hepy, Feqruey 27. ' nuff saiti.. r 
The Cultch will be host to a celebratiop;of Qipadian choreography Feb 2Z ~ 2$, m Sltqw is 
called Vanishing ActS and promises to be a winner. Then, in March, the intemationatly acclaimed 
Needles and Opium wilJ take center stage. Writteh by Robert Lepage, Needles and Opiuniis.at the 
Vancouver East Cultural Centerfrom the 7th-12th. 
Vancouyer Opera will be presenting The Pirates of Penzance March 18- 27. Go see DC 
aJ.umnus Karen Ydenburg as Kate in this Ollbert and Sullivan classic. 
Chekov's The Cherry Orchard is. at the Vancouver Playhouse until March 18. Don't Jet the 
fact that it's Russian scare you off, it's a hoot! 4 , , 
At the Art's Club ... Escape From Happine$s. Some seriously twisted comedy, On till March 
11.:.. 
(;_ . ' .~ ' ,:;::/*,_=.:/=::'F~~: '\_,_.w, .,,f" . . · ·. '• t.:·,:·,, .i<• 
Dave Alvili:' Pet~r Case and Tom Rus%ell'at:Jfi~ S~b koom, March zi TJU:~·gr~at per~ 
formers in one night. It's enough to make !l grown man cry. ' 
4. 
,, "'',>N+im 
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verclear in a World of Noise 
exakis lays past to rest and finds new family 
Drugs. That 's all stuff that I've been "I always wanted a real normal life. 
Everclear frontman Art Alexakis through that I'm not ashamed about. It The white picket fence, the whole 9 
the Bulldog Cafe on a gray Fri- gives me a lot of grist for the mill." The yards. I just don ' t fit into it.. . This is A In tertainmen\-
-~·>'-'••u•oo himself as "an angry per-
a tendency towards violence" 
fucld act like you think you're 
(from Loser Makes'Good). 
·s sipping on a non-alcoholic 
and talking quietly with a 
label rep. Though tired from the 
night's show and only 3 or 4 
of sleep, he is surprisingly polite 
well-spoken. 
Art wasn't always as well-adjusted 
seems now. The anger and frus-
on that is evident throughout 
's debut album, World of 
that included his parents' divorce 
his brother's death from a drug 
These and Alexakis' own 
into a self-destructive lifestyle 
by drugs and alcohol made for 
hard years. 
was what I was best at in my early 
and teens, that was my thing. 
and the Ramones became punk 
John Armstrong and his band 
playing in White Rock at a 
wrecking party: trucks driv-
into the sides, walls crashing 
and party-goers ripping out fix-
originally destined for the own-
's demo sale. The next day, the 
P arrived at John's basement 
. Mistaken for the organizer of 
party, he was arrested and spent 
next six hours explaining his way 
of jail. 
Twenty years later, in the Vancou-
Press Club, John Armstrong sits 
his legs abruptly crossed, sa-
an English cider, the choice 
for this Vancouver Sun enter-
writer. A large, ruddy face, 
boots from some surplus 
, and a pair of obliging, yet 
ssed blue jeans. This is John . 
from the Pacific Press Pal-
result is an angry, and at times bitter, what I'm supposed to do." 
album. It's clear that Alexakis has come 
Throughout the interview, 
Alexakis repeatedly returns to the sub-
ject of the new album, an album that he 
is clearly excited about. 
"World of Noise was kind of 
mono ... monochromatic and it was sup-
posed to be. It was supposed to be 'pull 
it out of the gut and throw it out'. This 
new record has more colours, more vi-
sion. There's more hope on this record." 
There's also a new drummer on the 
to terms with a lot of things in his life. 
When I mention that I find a line in Sick 
and Tired ("I blame my family/ their 
damage is living in me'") particularly 
provoking, he really gets rolling. 
"Once you figure it out, that your 
parents kind of fucked you up, what you 
need to do ... is to confront them about 
it and then let it go. I've got a sister 
who won't let things go and it 's ruined 
her. My mom raised me the best she 
forthcoming album. Alexakis explains could ... she just instilled a lot of fears 
the personnel change. and weaknesses in me that I wouldn't 
"Didn't get along with him [former do to my child. My mom tried to limit 
drummer, Scott Cuthbert]. He's a good me. I think parents do that because they 
drummer but not very consistent. When don't want their children to fail , so if 
you hear the new record, you'll know. they shoot low they won't be disap-
The new guy [drummer Greg Eklund] pointed." 
is much more groove-oriented, consist- In Loser Makes Good, he is bitter 
ent, talented. We're like family. I've but defiant. "I won't give in, I'm not 
never seen a band get along as well as like that, no I won't give in to you." 
we do." The process has been a long one 
That night (Feb. 3rd), within the but Alexakis has overcome much of his 
intimate confines of the Starfish Room, dysfunctional past. When I ask what 
it's clear that he isn't just hyping. he's going to do for material when he 's 
Eklund is solid and aggressive. He's the used up all his anger, his "grist for the 
kind of drummer you find yourself mill", he replies very calmly, very mat-
watching as much as the ter-of-factly. 
frontman. On World ... the riffs "I' m pretty content right now .. . I 
are big and loose, exciting but 
raw. The new Everclear packs a 
lot more punch with Eklund sew-
ing up any holes in the grooves, 
giving the band a cohesiveness 
they formerly lacked. 
Alexakis is shelling peanuts, 
oblivious to the constant murmur 
of music and conversation 
around us in the Bulldog. We talk 
about his relationship with Capi-
tol ("Capitol believed in me. I 
have total creative control"), his 
influences ("hard rock , the 
Beatles, Stones, Bill Munroe, 
punk rock, Appalachian music"), 
and laying the past to rest. 
still write songs with anguish. I'm a 
normal human being. I get angry some-
times, I vent that. Sometimes I get, like, 
wistful, I do that." 
Everclear's set at the Starfish that 
night is anything but wistful. Although 
they're playing to a somewhat lackluster 
crowd, they put out. Eklund is raging, 
and between songs, Alexakis and bass-
ist Craig Montoya talk at the crowd 
before launching back into tunes that 
include a supercharged version of Tom 
Petty's American Girl. 
Towards the end of the set, they 
are careening through an old lggy Pop 
song, No Fun, that includes a guest vo-
cal by their roadmanager/roadie, who 
rt 
s 
Alexakis introduces as "the you ngest 
man in America" (also the sharpest 
dressed roadie I've ever seen). Alexakis 
and Montoya retreat to the drum riser 
to join Eklund near the end of the tune 
and, for a brief moment, I catch a 
glimpse of the band the way Alexakis 
described them: As a family. 
Everclear 
World of Noise 
Cassette 
Capitol 
Raw pop-punk with catchy riffs 
and intense, often angry, lyrics. I hate 
having to label music but this is 
roughly what Everclear sounds like 
on their major-label debut, World of 
Noise. Obligatory. comparisons: Nir· 
vana, GreenDay, and the SoCal pop-
punk "sound". 
Everclear's strength is in writing. 
The production quality on this album 
is rough, sometimes just plain bad, but 
a handful of ~xcellent songs shine 
through. 
Vocalist/Guitarist Art Alexakis 
pushed to have World of Noise re-mas-
tered from the original basement stu-
dio recording and while the sound 
Punk to Pros 
ace. by D.G. Black 
formed the Modernettes, and assumed 
a punk rock moniker: Buck Cherry. 
ter contacting a friend at the Vancou-
ver Sun, he got an interview for the Sun 
Summer program, an arrangement for 
replacing vacationing staf'. A summer 
position turned into a full-time 
job and John has been a( 
the Sun ever since. 
He thinks 
about writing a 
book of his days 
spent playing mu-
By early 1986, he had enough: "I 
was working at a low-rent video distri-
bution place, shipping out tittie movies 
and other B, C, and D grade trash," he 
muses. "I came to work one day and 
the place had a padlock on it. No more 
job. I had married the bass player in 
't d I h · sic, "there are 
me a gUJ ar an amp. got t e gUJtar my current band, had car payments on 
As the Granville traffic grumbles by 
outside, John explains his beginnings 
as a punk rocker: "I was in Grade 
Eleven at Princess Margaret Senior Sec-
ondary in Surrey. I started hanging out 
nearby at Art Bergmann's place, getting 
him to teach me some guitar chords. 
After a while, I stopped going to school. 
My parents made a deal with me: If I 
went back to school, they would buy 
d d d · · h A t some really an amp an move 1n Wit r an old Valiant, and decided I didn't want 
Bergmann." (a recent signer with Sony to keep playing music in bars." 
Music.) 
The summer of 1975, his first 
band, The Shits, played a gig at the 
White Rock Sea Fest. "Art Bergmann 
filled in on bass", he says, lighting a 
Benson & Hedges Menthol, "with a bag 
over his head because we were so aw-
ful." In 1976, when punk broke, he 
moved to Vancouver, joined bands such 
as Active Dog and Los Popularos, 
So, he contacted a friend at the 
Georgia Straight, got assigned to cover 
Vincent Price at a film promotion, and 
borrowed his father's WW2 typewriter 
to turn in his first piece. "When they 
liked it and I got paid," he says, "I won-
dered where thi s had been all my life. 
This was the easiest money I had ever. 
made." 
At the beginning of Expo '86, af-
great sto-
riesl" he 
says, and occa-
sionally writes 
short fiction, mostly 
for himself. 
He does admit his job as 
an entertainment reporter isn't 
difficult. "My editor calls it 'in-
side work, no heavy lifting' . I 
basically just learned to write around 
the " (around im-
Perhaps, in li fe, we have two fami-
lies. One we are born into and take as it 
comes. The other we find, each in our 
own way, as we travel through the maze 
of life. And, perhaps, it is on ly after we 
find our second family that we can over-
come the fears and weaknesses, real or 
perceived, that we learned from the first. 
Art Alexakis appears to have found 
such a family. Its name is Everclear. 
quality and the mix suffer, there is a 
live energy on this album that prob-
ably would have been lost in a slickly 
produced re-recording. 
His voice in the more subdued 
sections is reminiscent of Kurt 
Cobain, but he doesn't have the same 
strength when he's raging. Unfortu-
nately, as is often the case with gui-
tar-based rock, the vocals are the first 
thing to get lost in the mix. 
Lyrically, World ... is a pretty 
black album full of rage, bitterness, 
energy and, most importantly, real 
emotion. Alexakis' lyrics are mostly 
personal, although he touches on 
abortion (Pennsylvania) and AIDS 
(Invisible). 
The driving, bulldozer riff on In-
visible is particularly effective in mir-
roring the lyrical content of the song. 
The music eaptures the rage, frustra-
tion, pain and confusion that an AIDS 
victim must feel. 
The garagey, balls-out vibe of 
World ... is what finally hooked me. 
These tunes bring me back to the days 
of my youth. Carefree summers spent 
skateboarding around my hometown, 
going to local punk-rock shows or just 
hanging. A great, high-energy release 
for troubled youth, those who love to 
mosh, or those who just like their rock 
simple, raw and melodic. 
• Kevin Sallows 
ages.) The worst stress these days? 
"Having to write a piece in fifteen min-
utes when they're holding the presses 
for me," he confesses. 
Lately, John and his new partner 
Linda have been renovating their East 
Vancouver house. When it's finished, 
and if there's a party, he'd rather the 
house be left standing this time. 
D.C. Black is a DC 
Print Futures 
student and 
columnist 
for the 
OP. 
next 
ish for his 
upcoming in-
terview with ec-
lectic rocker Art 
Bergman (left; 
graphic by Marnie 
Kurylo) 
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Hoop Dreams 
Epic in scope and intimate in detail, Hoop Dreams 
more than just another basketball fantasy 
The Other Press 
Nevv thriller anything but dead 
Jason Kurylo digs Shallow Grave 
Go see Shallow Grave!! 
I cannot stress enough how quickly 
you should run to the theatre to check 
this film out. Now, before I get every-
one's hopes up too too high, I'd like to 
qualify two things: 
1) No, this is not the best movie 
ever, so don' t walk in expecting your 
socks, underwear, or any other garment 
of choice to be blown off; 
2) I do not know why Ewan 
McGregor looks so damn much like an 
Scottish David Cassidy .. . 
Okay, now that that's over with, I 
can get down to business. 
Grave is, quite simply a great lit-
tle film . A Scottish thriller set in Glas-
gow, this picture does all the things 
good cinema should: It shocks, it sur-
prises, it begins and ends well. It shakes, 
it rattles, it rolls. The cinematography 
Ewan McGregor gets lots of laughs (come on, , 
get happy, y'all. .. ) and plenty scared, in Shallow Grave. 
Flintstoneses and the Dumb & anywhereelse ... You' llnever!O( 
Dumbers out there. Lodgings Board quite the same 
In this bubble gum chewin' chan- Thank the stars, Vishnu, o 
is impressive, and relies on ingenuity 
nel surfin ' Nintendo playin ' MTV 
rather than formula. It makes you for-
watchin' !-ain't-got-an-attention-span-
get you' re in a movie theatre with a 
ever you want to thank, but w 
you do, thank them for the fl 
Hollywood did not get a hold 
bunch of strangers, and it makes you 
forget that you paid eight bucks to get 
in. 
Yes, that's right... It's actually 
worth the admission. I very seldom walk 
out of a theatre pleasantly surprised. 
Lately, I've been doing it less and less. 
Seeing flicks like this is what makes it 
why-do-you-hey-look- over- there-
that's-neato society, movies like this are script. The best thing about ~ 
a breath of fresh air. Grave is the writing. Plot twist 
The characters here are well per- this much, much more than a ru 
formed; the aforementioned McGregor mill best-friends- 'til-money-
is a blast, while costars Kerry Fox and piece o' dreck Hollywood wou 
Christopher Eccleston make the trio come up with. I'd tell you mor 
of roommates unanimously, undeniably Shallow Grave, but I couldn't 
real. (That is, they aren't impossibly giving stuff away. 
all worthwhile ... They restore my faith beautiful or perfect, and they could eas-
in cinema; they make up for all the ily live next door, or down the street, or 
So, quit gawkin' , and go s 
Sex: The final chaPter??? 
Seduction fails to get a rise out of OP's Trent Ernst 
What is it with presumptuous 
movie titles these days? Legends of the 
Fall was not all that legendary. And 
now we have The Last Seduction, which 
deal to pay off his debts, with enough ies like this ask to be scrutini 
left over to keep the two of them com- it's not hard to catch most m: 
fortable for the next, oh, hundred years twists. There are even a few m< 
or so. tinuity errors (like, why did tht by Ken Spittel 
Hoop Dreams is a documentary 
that follows two inner-city black teens 
for five years of their lives as they both 
pursue their dreams of NBA stardom. 
Whether they both make it to the NBA is neither seductive nor particularly fi- You see it coming already, don't taxi have New York license pial 
you? Not content to share the loot, draw attention to themselves an 
Bridget ditches her husband and bails. from the movie. 
or not. nal. 
What emerges from this movie is This new movie from Film Noir 
Like anything good in life, the 
producers of this film tripped upon this 
idea while pursuing another idea. Their 
original idea was to make a short film 
on street basketball. But then they ran 
into talent scout Earl Smith: 5 years 
and 250 hours of film later, they had 
the raw product for "Hoop Dreams". 
far more than a sympathetic portrait of director John Dahl more like Film Noir 
two black teenagers reaching for the wannabe. There are elements of Film 
She winds up in Hicksville, (completely Still, there is some we 
offending her big city sensibilities) dialog and that's what holds th 
where she takes a lover (Peter Berg, together when the plot starts t1 
the aforementioned seducee), and a job, little thin. The moYie also fum 
changing her name to Wendy Kroy (a an interesting study of sexual 
reflection of her lust for New York. and equality at the lowest com 
Think about it) to keep her husband nominator. 
The beauty is not just in the film-
ing of a real life event, but being able 
to choose only 3 hours out of the 250 
hours to truly represent 5 years of 
emotional turmoil. The length of the 
film will not affect you, in fact , you 'II 
wish you could see the final outcome: 
stars. 
While remaining epic in scope, 
Hoop Dreams manages to be intimate 
in detail, chronicling the universal proc-
ess of growing up, coming of age, and 
the love and conflict between friends 
and family. 
But the most amazing thing about 
this movie is it gives an intimate look 
at the pursuit of the basketball dream 
while it is actually happening. 
If you are one who believes in pur-
suing dreams, you can not spend your 
eight dollars better then going to see this 
movie. 
" 
M(;au 6llt 1t:Collonuur oif N~ght I The ~veJr 
March 2: The Hunt for Red October I U de.t Si~e-
M[.atJF<Ch § : ll"'lhue JLit.o n lKit.ng I A.laddl. ·n 
M[<aurc]ht 9~ §lU[lP><eJnom<aum ][ l& ][][ 
who could ask for aiJVth. 
mg more? (and don't g t 
e pushy ... ) 
((J{JIIf 1 oio, dpuglas CPIIcgc, 2:00pm 
Noir present in this movie, but not 
enough to qualify this as trueNoir style. 
The movie revolves around Bridget 
Gregory (Linda Fiorentino), an up-
wardly mobile, hard nosed 
telemarketing supervisor, who con-
vinces her medical student husband 
(Bill Pullman, in a tasty, if ultimately 
two-dimensional role) to pull a drug 
from finding her. The last seduction is entt 
Of course, he finds her anyway, enough to keep interest, but is i1 
and the rest of the movie falls into a a nail bi_tter. One hopes that 1 
watchable, if predictable pattern. Mov- the last word form Film Noir. 
Billy Madison makes the 
grade ... barely 
Scattershot offering from scatterbrained Sand ler 
by Trent Ernst but there are some honest-to-gosh funny hilarious - nigh worth the pri< 
Any Adam Sandler fans out there? scenes. mission alone (though only or 
Well, this is the movie for you. Sandler plays a spoiled rich kid day). 
Anybody loathe the ground that who, in order to inherit daddy's com- The incongruity with this 
Sandler walks on? Avoid this one like pany, must complete grades 1-12 in the this : Sandler is its biggest liat 
the plague. course of 6 months (two weeks per is also one of its biggest st 
Sorry to break it down such sim- grade), or else the business goes to the Sandler's style of humor is 
pie lines, but that's the way this movie dickhead in the suit. A basic rehash of plined. Hilarious at times, there 
goes. Sandler's shtick can wear awfully every other "loser makes good" movie, stretches where one can only 
thin awfully quickly and unless you ' re the first half hour is perhaps the worst jawed and ponder what the po 
a devoted fan, much of this movie will 
grate heavily on your nerves. 
And if you don' t break down into 
either of these categories? Guess what? 
It's funnier than you think. Only true, 
movie I have seen this year. At best a Tuesday night m 
Fortunately (for the movie and the is nol for the weak stomache 
audience) it gets better. There are a cou- are enough nuggets to make th 
pie of jokes that hit like sledgehammers. joy able movie , but you go 
The Steve Buschemi (Mr Pink, of Res- th rough a lot of dross to find 
diehard fans will flip over this movie, ervoir Dog fame) cameo is particularly 
Fermata 
by Nicholson Baker 
Jason Kurylo contains at least forty-seven different 
I cannot tell a lie: I enjoyed The synonyms for "vadge." 
rmata. In fact, this book is the first The most interesting (and most 
me in some time that I quite honestly frightening) thing here is Arno's use of 
uldn' t put down. his abilities. He would consider robbing 
It's not the best publication ever banks or white-collar crime rude; finan-
leased (I tend to think the OP holds cial gains are not his mug of caffeine-
at honour, but then again, I drink laced steeped water. 
ther heavily at times ... ), but it is in- Instead, Arno spends his "Strine-
resting. And the writing, though un- time" undressing the women of the 
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Royals fall short in playoff run 
But Douglas finds bright spot in weekend double header 
by Zac Kremler points . and a very strong showing both on 
Saturday's game saw the Royals the defensive end and on the boards. 
The Douglas College men's thumped by the Falcons 81-67, as A solid Langara team came out 
basketball team had their playoff run the Royals could get nothing going on fire in the second half, shutting 
end early this weekend, losing the offensively. Player-of-the-game down the Royals with the help of 
first two games of a best-of-three Scott Walton seemed to be the only some cold shooting and untimely 
series vs. the Langara Falcons. 
In a disappointing loss in the 
first game on Friday night, offense 
was the least of the problems for 
Douglas. After a back and forth 
forty minutes, WaltoA-- beat the 
bright spot, finishing with 20 points turnovers by Douglas . 
estionably obscene t'l:>r most readers, world, creating instantaneous real-life buzzer to tie the game with one tick 
intelligent and clear. Author dirty magazines for himself. He even 
icholson Baker is a master of the Eng- speculates how his career (he's a temp; 
sh language; he makes no excuses for a self-professed lifer) has probably been 
sing and abusing it 
the fullest. 
The concept is 
henomenal; a man, 
o Strine, has the 
pause the world, 
topping everyone 
nd everything ex-
ept himself at the 
The reader ex-
eriences these 
Drops into the 
old," termed 
ermatae, through Arno's autobiogra-
hy. A rambling series of recollections, 
hampered by his tal-
ent, his yearning for 
real-time advance-
ment stunted by the 
capacity to 
chronoflex. 
In some ways, 
the connotations of 
Arno's exploits are 
quite horrifying. Es-
sentially, his 
meanderings are 
nothing more than 
rape, molestation, 
and at the very least, 
harassment. But be-
cause they occur within split instants 
of time - his hours of ogling, touching, 
often dotes on topics like erections, et al occurring without the victims' 
eeping Tom-ism, and numerous porn- knowledge as they walk, sit on the bus, 
ced happenstances. or frolic in the surf - they are suppos-
At times, The Fermata plummets edly justified. 
to out and out pornography; (not that On other levels, our peek into this 
at's necessarily a bad thing, but the chronologically superior fellow is re-
ook is definitely not for everyone). If freshing. His actions, although admit-
ou' re offended by sexual references of tedly heinous, are for the most part free 
y kind, forget it; this book has them of guilt. 
ll. It's seldom tiring, as tales of sex At one point, Arno justifies his "in-
ften become, and the framework in nocence" as relative, putting his per-
hich it dwells makes it work. sonal voyeurism into a strange perspec-
I do recommend this book for my tive beside the potential of what others 
pen-minded, relaxed friends. In some could do in his position. And, in many 
laces, it's quite funny, and it's almost 
ways insightful. Unlike, say, A Brief 
istory of 1ime, though, The Fermata 
ways, he's correct. 
What would you do if you could 
stop time? 
Mrs. Hereford Short Stories 
Gail Anderson-Dargatz 
rent Ernst 
On one level, this book is as sim-
ple and inoffensive as the Sugar Creek 
Gang books I used to read as a child. 
Yet for all its simplicity, there are strong 
'grown up" themes and issues that sets 
it apart from the childish tone of the 
Sugar Creek stories. 
Mrs. Hereford Short 
Stories is a collection of in-
terrelated anecdotes and 
stories, (probably) not 
meant to be taken outside 
the context of this book, 
written by BC author Gail 
Anderson-Dargatz. 
The central character 
and narrator of all the sto-
ries is Martin Winkle, a 
young boy growing up in 
the fictional town of Likely, 
Alberta, in the late sixties 
and early seventies. We fol-
low Martin, a rather ignorant young lad 
who acts as our eyes and ears, as he 
moves through a community populated 
any small town. Throughout the book 
is a strong element of mysticism and 
wonder, centered on a strange bauble 
that keeps disappearing and reappear-
ing throughout the course of the book. 
The stories move about as fast as 
the community that surrounds it, i.e. not 
very. The (very few) chase scenes in-
volve cows, and the only blood-and-
gore scenes involve the same. 
'Slow' does not 
necessarily translate 
as 'boring' Rather, the 
lazy pace of this story 
allows us to take our 
time in studying the 
town and its inhabit-
ants. 
At turns loving 
and condemning, Gail 
Anderson-Dargatz 
paints an honest pic-
ture of small town 
prairie life, in all its 
beauty and hypocrisy. Through it all she 
rarely panders to the reader, offering us 
images, and allowing us to reach our 
own conclusions. Miss Hereford Short by the usual mix of eccentric, excessive, 
Stories is an admirable effort and an en-harmless characters that you'll find in joyable read. 
left on the clock and the game 
headed into overtime. Both teams 
put in an extraordinary effort and 
Douglas tied it up with se~onds left 
to send it into a second overtime 
period. 
The Langara team proved to be 
too much despite the Royals total 
team effort, and Douglas lost a 
heartbreaker in the final seconds 
102-10 I. It 'was a great team effort, 
high scorer was Stavros Pavlidas 
who went 517 with some clutch 
shooting from the three point line, 
and Onkar Hayre and Chad 
Caldwell each chipped in with 20 
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The Blue Angel 
Marlene Dietrich plays Lola Lola, the top-hatted, 
black-stockinged, bare-thighed, sultrv cabaret 
singer with the husky voice, a persona that still 
endures. A classic of early sound cinema. Curtain 
7:30p.m. 
Sorry, no admittance to those under 18 years of age. 
The Life & Times 
of Allen Ginsberg 
An informative,thought-provoking and thoroughly 
entertaining look at five decades of Ginsberg and his 
many personae; the Beat poet, the anti-Vietnam war 
pacifist, the Buddhist, the teacher. Curtain 7:30p.m. 
Sorry, no admittance to those under 18 years of age. 
Valentine's Day 
Mike Holbloom's debut feature offers the Intensity, 
sorrow, hysteria, and revelations-of-the-self of 
contemporary issues: love, war, AIDS. Stellar 
perfonmances from Babz Chula and Gabrielle Rose. 
Curtain 7:30p.m. • 
Sorry, no admittance to those under 18 years of age. 
Fat Chance Apr12 
The funny and sensitive journey of Winnipegger Rick 
Zokowich, a 400-pound 40-year-old, who started on 
a diet to lose half his body weight but found his own 
persona instead. Curtain 7:30p.m. 
Sorry, no admittance to those under 18 years of age. 
Persona 
We end with the title film for the series, lngmar 
Bergman's classic rumination on the illusory nature 
of human personality and our roles in life and in 
relationships. Starring liv Ullman and Bibi Andersson . 
Curtain 7:30p.m. 
Sorry, no admittance to those under 18 years of age. 
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Cultch show simple, intimate 
Des Noyers (sans beard) seduces VECC crowd 
Allen Des Noyers 
February 4, 1995 
Vancouver East Cultural Center 
review by Trent Ernst 
guitarist like Allen Des Noyers . His I osing hope, " ... when the world brings 
playing is rich and emotional , and com- you down with the coldest sting/When 
hines a Michael Hedges/ Phil Keaggy the world brings you down with the 
style at virtuosity with a folk sensibil- damage it can bring/ That world is 
ity. He plays intricate, complex tunes gonna melt like ice in the Spring/It's 
and makes it sound easy bound by the seasons of change." That 
No matter what your musical pref-
erences are, it is hard not to admire a 
The songs he sings sound simple .message of hope runs through the a)-
and beautiful, filled with pain, yet never bum like a vein of pure gold- "In your 
,Fire Prevention/ Awareness Benefit 
(In memory of Ken Jensen) FRIDAY • MARCH 3 
SNFU, members of: NOMEANSNO, 
THE HANSON BROTHERS, D.O.A., THE SHOW 
USINESS GIANTS AND MR. WRONG 
US • MYSTERY MACHINE 
RHEOSTATICS 
WITH SPECIAL GUESTS 
SATURDAY • MARCH 11 Doors 8:30pm 
RYMES WITH ORANGE 
With Special Guests 
Killjoys • The Shademakers 
FRIDAY • MARCH 31 • Doors 8:30pm 
palm is one heavy ore! But I never found 
a vein as rich as yours." 
In the darkened , intimate sur-
roundings of the Cultch, resembling Jess 
a concert stage and more a living room, 
Allen's deceptively simple melodies 
. and rich, lush playing filled the quiet 
hall. 
Allen was joined on stage by man-
dolin/ violin player Spencer Capier 
(looking for all the world like a thin 
Jonathan Frakes)and bassist Wyndham 
Thiessen . Wyndham ' s alter ego , seen in Pacific Theatre's Cotton Patch prised of material from the album. Sun 
Boneman Slim, opened the show with Gospel. set Theatre is also the inaugural releas1 
a short set of humorous, bluesy tunes. The concert was in honor of Des from Azimuth Records. 
A veteran performer, Allen (as well Noyers' first CD release, Sunset Thea-
as Spencer and Wyndham) was recently tre , and much of the show was com- this is a line full of filler text. so ther 
Texture has substance 
Melodic psychobabble aims to opiate 
by Laura Miller 
Have you ever heard a band play 
that you really liked and been amazed 
by their performance? You wonder what 
creates such unbelievable chemistry 
within the band to create such diyerse 
sound. 
I recently had the opportunity to 
meet the band Texture. I went to their 
rehearsal and was instantly welcomed 
by their casual laid back attitudes. They 
were friendly, honest and very helpful 
in attempting to get my tape recorder to 
work. (I guess that's what you get for 
borrowing one). 
While talking with them, I real-
ized that it's a great deal of dedication, 
insight and overwhelming talent (plus 
an abundant supply of Pepto Bismol 
and Turns) that sets them apart from 
other bands in the local scene. 
Their music is methodical and sen-
sual, creating intense moods. They do 
not try to impress the crowds with over-
dramatic performances. Instead, they in-
vite the listener into their dreamlike 
sanctuary of candles and music. 
Vocalist/guitarist Brian Hedberg 
understands the fans. "The band would 
rather hypnotize the crowd than make 
them want to dance." They seem to 
have accomplished this judging from 
Vancouver-based Texture is (L-R) Joel Myers, Brian Hedberg, David 
Gould, and Carmon Leeson. They're at the Hungry Eye on March 17. ~J 
not have to have a concrete meaning. It want to push yourself so you don't g 
can be taken so many different ways by stagnant and stuck in a rut." 
so many different people that there is While the band was rehearsing 1 
no real answer." 
With such a unique sound, the mu-
sic industry has taken a welcome inter-
est in Texture's fresh, rich melodies. Al-
though the crowds are coming, .the sup-
port is mainly within the industry. Tex-
ture looks forward to eventually getting 
signed and "to [doing] what they want 
to do full-time, travel around and play 
music," admits Hedberg. 
The band has strayed away from 
could not help but notice the extremel; 
serious looks they had on their face~ 
All except for guitarist David Goul~ 
who hypnotically swayed back and forti 
in the corner of the room, daring t1 
crack an occasional vampiric smile 
They made it look so painful but sc 
exhilarating at the same time. It is re 
freshing to meet a band that has no over 
bearing conceited attitudes or egotisti 
cal, swelled heads. They have come to 
the mesmerized audiences. He also the mainstream and discovered many gether to express themselves througl 
adds "I love to sing more than anything doors open for opportunity. Myers says what they love to do: play music an1 
else, more than sex!" this is because "there is a lot of bands entertain. They work together with diU. 
Texture's music is about "feeling, all in the same realm of styles and in- gence and persistence to create an un 
melody and rhythm" Hedberg said "I fluences." Here is a band unlike any deniable bond of music and friendship 
do not write lyrics I just sing words and other, creating a distinction of their "When you are playing in a ban< 
syllables." The result is pulsating emo- own. Each member of the band brings and it is good band and you all have 
tio.,al songs such as Descending . different musical influences ranging fun together, you are not playing th1 
Hedberg describes his lyrics as "me- from Kiss , to Pearl Jam and The Char- instrument, you are playing the band,' 
Jodie psychobabble," but to a listener latans. With such mixed interests and said Myer quoting a friend. 
the words create a unexplainable feel-
ing of awe. The band believes that each 
song can have a different meaning for 
every person. 
"Whatever you think the song is 
about is what the song is about," states 
bass player Joel Myers. "It is like a 
piece of abstract art, you look at it and 
get what you get, it's words and it does 
diverse musical tastes, the band has 
found their own distinct style. 
According to drummer Carmon 
Leeson, the band has evolved by "learn-
ing to work with the people we' re with. 
You have to find the people you want 
to work with, like Brian. I can feel him 
out, same with Joel" (that is musically 
folks not physically!). "You always 
For the future the band is lookin! 
to release a CD, put out a video an< 
eventaully tour. Take the time to checl 
them out at March 17 at the Hung!'] 
Eye. 
With the amount of talent oozin! 
from these guys I do not doubt their po 
tential. 
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A piece on Our Lady 
by Paul Andrew So how are things going for the eo's aren't musical, they ' re just kind of for the fact that there's so much shit Everything gets trying eventually, 
right? I think when I'm on the road for ... 
like, a month and a half at a time, obvi-
ously you get sick of being in a van with 
five or six people ... there's a van, and 
then there's a truck the crew drives, so 
there's two in one truck and five in the 
other. Your gonna get sick of seeing one 
another, but there 's no fights or any-
thing like that. Everyone just listens to 
music in their own CD player.. . you go 
into your own space. And then when 
your playing ... that's the only great 
thing about it. I mean, I don't mind 
traveling and meeting new people, you 
learn so much .... from town to tow_!l , you 
become a big time observer. 
The struggle for fledgling bands in band so far? a fad that keeps getting bigger so, I don' t going on, and it's like .. . a young band 
Canada is a tough one. Whether the Great! Everything's been moving · agree with it. or an alternative band really doesn't 
band is from the east or the west coast, upward, it hasn't been moving too fast. Perlzaps it's just another vehicle for have a chance ... basically. 
every new original band is motivated You know, it been a ... gradual uphill the band? Do you feel there are bands that 
by the all consuming quest for that ini- climb, but nothings been too crazy. It is a vehicle ... and it's become a shun the number one status, like some 
tial recording contract. We're all waiting for something new to monopoly in Canada with MuchMusic of the bands coming out of Seattle, who 
And every rocking musician happen everyday. or in the States with MTV. I mean, they apparently want to be 
knows that for every band that does sign How do you like being back in c,an make or break a band. That's the success-
a contract, there are a hundred more 
hard working bands that and don't sign 
a contract. ..,.. · 
Vancouver? 
My brother lives out here, so I get 
to see him every once in awhile. It 's 
sad thing ... you have to have a video to 
succeed. 
After the band signs that illusive a· 
recording deal, the hard work really 1-
begins. 
Howdoyoufeelaboutthelocalfans? 
·The· people here are really laid 
Is it important for you guys to have 
number one hit? 
No. It's great if it happens, but all 
we want to do is to be able to make mu-
sic for as long as we can. We' re not, 
you know, financially con-
cerned. You 're gonna have to 
Toronto rockers Our Lady Peace 
is a good example of a hard working 
band. 
Ever since the band signed a deal 
with Sony Music, they have been work-
ing their proverbial asses off, touring 
Canada twice in just under 8 months. 
back, so that's cool. They don't seem 
to go too crazy, soya know, it's good. 
Compared to ... Toronto ? 
Toronto people are more tense, 
there's a little more stress in the envi-
ronment and out here, everyone's kinda 
chill in ' out. 
sell records to stay 
around, right? So ... 
In Vancouver last June and again You guys are getting a fair amount 
There is a con-
dition that Cana-
dian music 
radio just last week, Our Lady Peace played of radio air play, how do you feel about 
two sold out shows at two different ven-
ues in just two days. Their first show, 
open to all ages at the New York Theater 
on Friday night, was a warm-up for the 
sold out show at the Starfish Room on 
-Saturday. 
It is unusual to play different 
rooms in the same town on the same 
weekend; it certainly keeps things in-
teresting. While being accessible to a 
wide variety of fans . 
It is difficult to keep tabs on a band 
that moves around as much as this band 
does, but The Other Press managed to 
catch up with Our Lady Peace drum-
mer Jeremy Taggert a few hours be-
fore their show at the Starfish Room in 
that? stations 
Things have been great across the m u s t 
board for radio ... we've got pretty much have at 
every city playing us, but we're always least 30% 
waiting for something else to happen, Canadian 
you can't really sit back and just see content . 
how everything is going. You have to How do you feel 
think, okay, we're on radio; how are we about that? 
doing on video; how are our record 
sales- you know, always waiting for 
something else to happen. 
Do you think that there is a possi-
bility of new bands moving to quickly 
from radio to video? 
I don't really agree with video. I 
Canadian content is important, 
obviously, since we're living here. I 
think it comes down to whether it's 
good or bad .... 
People, no matter what, they ' re 
gonna want to hear what they want to 
hear, through requests or whatever. I 
think it's a weird art form. It's a me- mean .... classic rock .. .! can't stand lis-
dium.lt's a strange medium .. .it's visual. tening to it over and over. Like Steve 
t h e y 
don 't 
1\01' 
to be too 
'commercially' successful. 
I think you run into that all over 
the place with younger bands. The fact 
is, if you're doing it for music, you want 
I've heard that sometimes when 
bands are on the road for a long time 
and you have girlfriends or wives at 
home, it can be really ha/d. Is 
that true? 
Yeah! (laughs), I ... had a strong 
relationship the first tour, and 
I kinda changed as a person, 
so it'~ like ... I became a road 
person, so I find that I have 
relationships that aren't 
that.. . serious. So when I 
come back home, everything 
is cool. You go out and you 
just talk. So .. .it's really hard to have a 
committing relationship ... you know 
how it is when you just start a relation-
ship, your crazy about the person and 
you always wanna be with them, that 
can be really hard. But you gotta make 
to get your music heard ... and if it's the decision to what's more important 
happening ... I think it's just an ego thing to you ... like your music and you ca-
to stop. reer, or do you just wanna waste you 
How do you feel about being on life and do nothing just for somebody? 
Vancouver on February 11. It has nothing really to do with music. Miller a million times a day. That's one the road? O.K. 1 guess my last question is; 
Taggert is an unassuming young Radio is just songs, which is fine ... but 
man who seems unaffected by the rigors you have to make a video. It's not mu-
of the music industry. He spoke openly sica!, vid-
about life on the road, the strange me-
dium of the video recording 
industry, and a variety of 
other topics, includ-
ing radio in 
Canada. Taggert is 
just 19 years old. 
thing that bothers me about radio in My father was a musician, and 1 Are Our Lady Peace hockey fans? 
Canada. I think radio in Canada isn't kinda' grew up in a very musical house- 1 kinda missed hockey when it 
that good at all. hold .. . l grew up in an environment wasn't on. Our crew is always setting 
Just where it's not a big deal to be on the up [hockey 1 pools and stuff, Raine is a 
road. 1 adapted to it well. The first tour big hockey fan ... We're obvi·ously 'Leaf 
I never really worried about being fans (laughs). 1 get into hockey once in 
homesick. I never really had a problem awhile, but it 's kinda hard, we're really 
with being on the road. Now. I love be- busy. 
ing on the road. O.K. Thanks a lot. 
Do you find it easy living with the No problem. 
guys on the road? 
N 16 H T 
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The Wolfgang Press 
The Wolfgang Press is a bizarre 
musical creature from somewhere be-
tween heaven and purgatory. One might 
try to describe them as a nightmarish 
marriage betwixt The Violent Femmes 
and Lou Reed, lying on a bed of funk 
Funky Little Demons 
cd 
PolyGram 
and reading a collection of Leonard 
I gotta admit, I'm surprised I like Cohen. 
this stuff. Funky Little Demons is a The strongest muscle these guys 
great album,_ definitely a sum greater flex is the slow dancesque groove, with 
than its parts would indicate. a heavy bass an<l machine-like drums. 
Employment Opportunity 
POSITION 
OMBUDSPERSON 
STIPEND 
$200.00 BI-WEEKLY 
REQUIREMENTS 
• G.P.A. of 2.5 Minimum 
• Good Knowledge of D.C.S.S. Constitution/Bylaws 
• Must have attended at least one semester at Douglas 
College 
• Confidentiality a must 
• Ability to make fair and just decisions 
Apply in person to Room 2780 
Deadline: 12:00 noon February 27, 1995 
Douglas College Student Society 
The Other Press 
Luckily, they rely heavily on quality 
lyrics as well, unlike the droves of 
soundalike dance bands with lotsa 
rhythm but no real soul. 
You' II catch interesting derivative 
bits, some sounding like a three-bar 
snapshot from a Midnight Oil demo, or 
an entire track that takes four days to 
realize it sounds just a smidge like early 
Depeche Mode. 
Despite all of this familiarity, TWP 
never seems unoriginal or contrived. It 
seldom smacks of commercialism, and 
often says, "SURPRISE!" (Once again, 
very few albums by even fewer artists 
do this in today's market.) 
I don't really know what this is 
supposed to mean, but TWP is not your 
father's dance band. 
- Jason Kurylo 
Deconstruction 
Deconstruction 
cd 
American Recordings 
Perry Farrell split up Jane 's Ad-
diction because it was getting too big 
and he wanted to do something differ-
ent. He also forbade Dave Navarro and 
of Jane 's is the drummer. Navarro and 
Avery are musicians and helped to de-
fine the sound of Jane's music. 
The band lives up to it's name by 
taking apart the conventional pop and 
rock song structure and mixing it up to 
create a very fractured yet cohesive 
sound as a band. Samples proliferate 
throughout the album and serve to en-
hance the atmosphere of the songs, as 
opposed to being neat gimmicks. Dirge, 
for example, samples an elderly church 
congregation during a worship service. 
Over Top There has a haunting piano 
line, which along with the church sam-
ple gives an eerie atmosphere to the 
middle section of the song. 
Sometimes the experiments fail, as 
it does in the hip hop tingea Hope, but 
over all, the dabbling of different pop 
flavours works very well. Though I call 
this an experimental album, it is no 
where near as experimental as a band 
like Praxis or a composer like John 
Zorn. However, it is a great album to 
throw and listen to in almost any situa-
tion. To bad there won't be another one. 
by Byrun Stedmann 
Blues Traveler 
Eric Avery from continuing Jane's Four 
without him. Then he starts Porno for CD 
Pyros- which, in my opinion, is a bad A & M 
Jane's Addiction rip- off. Pyrosis just 
John Popper rips. 
a lighter, ' poppier'' version of his pre- If Eddie Van Halen's chosen in-
vious band. 
strument had been harmonica, this is Things looked pretty dismal, but 
what he would sound like. fortunately Navarro (guitar, vocals) 
Don ' t be misled though, Blues 
checked himself into rehab and got to-
1 
. h h h. 1 
Trave er ts muc more t an a ve tc e gether with Avery (bass, vocals) and 
for Popper's insane harp chops. producer Rick Rubin to record 
Four is a surprisingly smooth Deconstruction. Unfortunately, they 
blend of heavy riffs and sweet melodies, 
won't be recording another one as 
nasty funk grooves and light, upbeat Navarro is now playing for The Red Hot 
excursions into pop, songs that sweat 
Chili Peppers. soul and bleed fire, juxtaposed with stir-
Deconstruction is very much like 
ring ballads. Jane 's Addiction, but it's a surrealistic 
Groove is probably the most over-Jane's Addiction. Perry Farrell puts to-
used word in my vocabulary but it defi-gether a band that sounds like Jane's 
nitely applies here. If Four grooved any 
and it's a rip- off, because Farrell is not 
February 25. 1995 
sweet by the fact that BT have three 
previous albums that I have yet to hear. 
From what I've been told, they're 
just11s tasty as Four. 
- Kevin Sallows 
Lisa Germano 
Geek The Girl 
cd 
PolyGram 
There have been a number of 
strong, intelligent female artists to break 
into the musical market in the past cou-
ple of years such as Liz Phair, Tori 
Amos and Sam Phillips. 
Add to that list Lisa Germano, 
formerly the violinist with John Cou-
gar Mellencamp's band (that was her 
stomping in the Paper on Fire video). 
Lisa has gone on to smaller but infi-
nitely better things. 
Sounding a bit like Sam Phillips 
by way of Tom Waits, Geek The Girl 
is an aural delight that takes the viewer 
on a trip into the psyche of the mythi-
cal 'Geek,' who "is confused about how 
to be sexual and cool in the world but 
finds out she isn't cool and gets con-
stantly taken advantage of sexually, gets 
kind of sick and enjoys giving up but at 
the end still tries to believe in some-
thing beautiful .... " 
At times painful to listen to, Geek 
is in turns emotional, simple, sad and 
frightening. This last is no more appar-
ent than on ... a Psychopath, which uses 
a sample of an actual 911 call of a 
woman being stalked by a rapist. Not 
exactly music to fall asleep to. 
But then, that's the point. Lisa is 
making a musical statement about a 
facet of life that most people try to gloss 
over. Its unflinching look at the less at-
tractive side of life is truthful and hon-
est, without hammering you over the 
head with a message. This approach 
may not appeal to all, but for those who 
appreciate intelligent, honest music, this 
is the album for you. 
- Trent Ernst harder, Canada Customs probably 
a musician and the only other member L:::==========================~:.._ ________ :._ _______ , wouldn't let it into the country. 
In contrast, the poppier 
Attention Douglas Students!!! 
Recieve 10% off our already unbeatable value on all food items 
Discount available everyday on all lunch and dinner entrees 
524-9788 
material is more along the lines 
of Counting Crows minus the 
pretentious "I'm so sensitive 
and alternative" pose. 
Popper covers vocals and 
writes much of the material 
which, lyrically, is at times ten-
der, fierce, or sarcastic but al-
ways provocative. 
On Hook, he criticizes 
those uncritical listeners who 
are hooked by a pose or a catchy 
melody, but don't ever examine 
the music they consume - mu-
sic that is largely pushed on 
them by radio, MTV and the 
like. 
Interview With the 
Vampire Soundtrack 
Elliot Goldenthol 
cd 
Warner 
"It doesn ' t matter what I It's sad that some of the best mod-
say/ So long as I sing with in- em composers need vehicles like mov-
flectionl That makes you feel ies to make their music accessible to 
that I'll convey/ Some inner audiences. Elliot Goldenthol's 
truth qf vast reflection." 
The discovery of this new 
ear candy- some of my favour-
ite of late- is made all the more 
sountrack to Interview with the Vam-
pire easily stands on its own merits. 
Like the movie that spawned it, 
this soundtrack is rich, lush and a little 
no pretense at telling a story, so 
t suffer from the long, boring 
that made Interview so un-
with many viewers. 
Even so, there is a driving sense 
ve to the soundtrack. 
ability to conjure images 
musical pictures makes this 
• atrac:K a worthwhile listen. 
There are some really nice instru-
touches as well. Instead of stick-
with the usual orchestration, 
•ll:ntl~ol is not afraid of tossing in a 
harpsichord now and again, add-
• "'"'u"'" diversity to an already rich 
Lightning Seeds 
Jollification 
cd 
Trauma Records 
The Other Press 
n tertainmen\, 
If you like Pet Shop Boys, you '11 
Stones' classic, Sympathy for like this album. 
About Peter Grim·es 
seems terribly out of J?lace. 
fuey needed some big name rock 
make this album sellable. They 
fuink Goldenfuol's beautiful, pow-
score isn't enough. 
The sad fuing is, it probably isn't. 
-who wrote this777 
There should 
·rob'ly be some kind 
of ncato graphic 
representation of 
lhum cover art here. 
\Vhoops. 
There's not. 
Is that so wrong'! 
esus & Mary Chain 
Stoned and Dethroned 
I was disillusioned with the J&M 
for a while. In '85 or '86 when 
first appeared on fue scene wifu 
IJ:IIIOCilnllfy, I figured fuey must be in 
somew.here along fue way, fuey 
somefuing and just kind of fizzed 
while. 
Willi Stoned and Dethroned, the 
Brofuers seem to have taken some 
to sit back and smoke about fueir 
for awhile. This is definitely the 
a sort of pleasantly depressed "we 
sat around and jammed for awhile" 
-Trent Ernst 
Lightning Seeds 
Jollification 
cassette 
Trauma Records 
No. Really. If you like Pet Shop 
Boys, you'll like this album. 
- Trent Ernst 
Lightning Seeds 
Jollification 
OAT remaster of an 8-track dub 
from a dicta phone tape that 
caught a radio broadcast of a 
demo recording on scratchy vynil 
Trauma Records 
Sean P Veley gets down and dirty to bring back the 
scoop on Vancouver Opera1S new production 
When I attended the Vancouver 
Opera's performance of Benjamin 
Britten's 1945 opera Peter Grimes, I 
honestly did not know what to expect. 
fered you this little confession, I must of dualities, of opposing forces con-
now tell you that this opera was one stantly at odds with each other: Peter 
of the most impressive artistic experi- at odds with his situation; the Bor-
ences that I have ever had the privi- ough, full of hypocrites and liars, 
I mean, I've sung a few of his choral lege to experience. viewing its actions as for the greater 
pieces, and I've heard some of his At first, I thought that I would good. Even the scoring of the music 
other works, but I was not familiar give you a basic plot synopsis, but in- itself contains elements of this sense 
with any of his operas. Having of- · stead suffice to say that Peter Grimes of tension, with the orchestra acting at 
Music from the Leg-
ends Project 
Various Artists 
cd 
I am an Eagle 
The music on this tape is from a 
larger project in which native actors 
retell legends between musical selec-
tions. 
The titles have that North Ameri-
is a story about a man who is at odds times as its own independent musical 
with his world, struggling to improve idea, rather than merely accompany-
his situation, but constantly coming up ing the singers on stage. 
against great obstacles. While it is true Canadian tenor Ben Heppner is 
that what Peter does is horrible, one amazing as Peter Grimes, showing a 
cannot help but pity him for what he wide range of emotions on stage. 
does. Watching him on stage, it is little won-
The true 'villains' - if that word der that he is one of the fastest rising 
may be used here- are the members of stars on the international opera scene 
fue Borough itself. Among its mem- today. Patricia Racette as Ellen 
bers are a Methodist preacher who is Orford, a local schoolteacher who tries 
a drunkard and a womanizer; Auntie, to help Peter, is no less impressive, 
the landlady of the local tavern, whose showing both a strong stage presence 
nieces are little more than whores; and and gre11t musical talents. 
Mrs. Snedley, a widow who is addicted Benjamin Britten's opera, Peter 
to laudanum and is ultimately the Grimes, is the story of an outsider in a 
woman who informs on Grimes to the small fishing community; it is a story 
rest of the Borough. Perhaps the great- of abuse and persecution; it is a story 
est moment of hypocrisy occurs when of injustice and unrequited love. It is 
the Borough can be heard singing 'the also one of the finest operas you will 
Borough's standards must be main- ever have the privilege of hearing. If 
tained.' you missed it, don't panic: CBC 
Perhaps the best way to sum up Stereo taped it for future broadcast on 
Peter Grimes is that it is an opera full Saturday Afternoon at the Opera. 
SURREY LANGUAGE AND TUTORING SCHOOL 
Telephone: 581-1512 I 329-5664 I 268-3654 
can Native sound, such as Wenebeg and 
Seven Generations, fue two best songs 
on this tape, but the music is just a col-
lection of soft-rock by First Nations 
musicians. Only occasional chanting on 
some tracks ( Midnight Strongheart) 
Okay, fine. Don't believe me. This and lyrics hint that this is North Ameri-
''Improve Your Essay Writing'' 
·. classes. 
~.atfim~3"(Rg album claims to offer "timeless pieces can Indian music. 
Sometimes Always features a duet of pure pop." Featuring stream-of-con- There is a variety of soft-rock, 
sciousness lyrics, sweet don't you like from relaxing instrumentals to country-Hope Sandoval fromMazzy Star. 
I Could had a sort of surreal David 
fuan previous offerings. This 
fuough, a great album to listen 
midnight (or after Twin Peaks 
Buy it, let it grow on you, roll 
my British accent? vocals and synthe- rock. There are two songs done in 
sizer driven dance/pop music. soothing native tongue (Cree and 
This album sounds a lot like some Oddawa) and the tape cover translations 
oilier famous British dance/pop group, proves fuese songs to be spiritually up-
lifting. 
Even fue cover has a montage of 
faces stuck in a piece of fruit which is 
Most of the songs are about lndi-
ans, some are for Indians and one , In-
' Very' similar to some other album 
who shall remain nameless. 
- zakk cover, by fue afforeunmentioned group. dian Giver, is a Moheekan singing to , I guess, anyone not Native: basically 
showing anger at their (non-Native) he OP wants to 
view more \oca\ 
... If you're in a 
d, or you know 
someone who 
p\ays one on fV 
uh?), then get in 
uch with f rent at 
5J5-35~~. 
Lightning Seeds is comprised of 
Ian Broudie and Simon Rogers , ancestors for coming to Norfu America 
(hmmm) with some studio help from and problems in the past, present and 
fueir friends, including Alison Moyet, future. 
who sings background vocals on most 
tracks. 
What more can I say? This album 
is not unlike other British synthesizer 
pop album that has come out in the past 
ten years. Not without its charms, but 
still sounding an awful lot like The Pet 
Shop Boys. 
-Trent Ernst 
This album is nothing spectacular 
and unless you're a fan of John James 
Stewart, who conceived the album, 
played on many of the selections, pro-
duced and arranged it or need a soft-
rock album in your musical collection I 
wouldn't fret about missing it. 
- Charlotte Holst 
ON-GOING WEEKLY REGISTRATION 
Monday & . Wednesday 
Tuesday & Thursday 
(4:30-6:30) (6:30-8:30) 
(4:3Q-6:30) (6:30-8:30) 
• "lmp~e Your Essay Writ:int' classes. 
• SAT eum preparation classes. 
• Math 
• Scienee 
Only $12.50 per hour! 
LOCATiON: 
310-10524 Hrng George f.Ughvvay 
Surrey. B.C. 'V3T 2X2 
.-

February 25, 1995 
COMMAPHOBIA? Copy edit 
your term paper to a better mark. 
$10.00/ 1000 words but 
negotiable. Pick-up, delivery, and 
typing available. Leave message 
for Fred DeRosa: 526- 8761 
WORD PROCESSING. 
Resumes, Reports, Essays, Letters 
Term papers. 
LPI STUDENTS. Want to be able 
to pass the LPI Exam? Then call 
me. I have a BA Degree from 
UBC, and I can help you 
successfully meet the demands of 
the LPI marking system. 
Professional and individual 
instruction. Please call438-4463. 
COME AND JOIN US at Lady 
Dynafit, New West women's only 
fitness club. 
DESPERATELY seeking MIF 
roommate in New Westminster. On 
bus route, free parking, free cable, 
fireplace, washer & dryer included 
in suite. Rent is $267 per mth plus 
1/3 utilities. Available for March. 
For info call527-1137. Leave 
message. 
NEED a roommate for March 1st? 
Please call Barbara: 526-2949 
PHOTOGRAPHERS needed to 
photograph babes on the beach in 
Santa Monica. Must have own 
equipment, transportation and 
some sense of discretion. 3 month 
comrnittment. Leave resume at 
Other Press in class/ads box. 
BRUNETTE with green eyes and 
red-hot body wants generous gent 
with sense of humor and some 
scruples. Please respond to P.O. 
Box number 23, this paper. 
WOMEN'S ONLY meetings held 
every Thursday and Sunday for the 
woman who "wants it all." Tired of 
being pushed around? Do you want 
to take out your aggression on 
someone other then the one's that 
you love? then phone 872-4949 for 
more information! 
NEWSPAPER writing is cool! 
How do I know? I write for the 
Other Press, and not everyone can 
say that! 
Seriously though, expand your 
opportunities, broaden your 
horizons and meet some really 
bizarre people. Writing is not a 
job, it is an art form, and when 
taken seriously, it's just a job. So 
don't take it seriously and we 
won't either. Call the Other Press 
at 525-3505 or just come on down 
and submit to the fun and the frolic 
that goes on down in room 1040. 
ROCK AND ROLL bands that 
Here it is: Toxic Tampons! 
No, it's not a new Saturday morning 
cartoon; it's continued from page 4! 
things the average woman can do. menstrual products. They have the 
There are alternatives to the mainstream consumer power to demand changes 
tampons and pads you find in most and to be heard. 
drugstores.Chlorine-free menstrual Don't shy away from phoning the 
pads and tampons, reusable cotton cloth toll-free numbers provided by the 
pads, sea sponges, the menstrual cup companies making these products. It's 
and other alternatives do exist. your right to have safe and 
North American women spend environmentally-friendly products. 
approximately $2 billion each year on 
letters 
conticnued from page 2 
What•s wrong with 
a little applause 7 
Dear Other Press: 
I read you guys every once in a 
while, and this is the first time I've been 
moved to write a letter. Don't get me 
wrong, I think you guys are a scream. 
(That Kurylo guy - I'm assuming 
that's the correct spelling, even though 
it looks pretty weird - is so fucking 
cynical! Get him a happy pill or some-
thing ... And does he just like seeing his 
name in print, or does he not have a life, 
or what? I'm seriously thinking of writ-
sound of that page 2 editorial, Tammy 
and a few other people went to a lot of 
trouble for that piece. Well, kudos to 
Ms. Coombes & whomever else was in 
on that one; it was entertaining, and 
looked fabulous! 
Keep up the good job, Other Press! 
You're okay by me! 
Joe Douglas 
PS: Oh yeah, I almost forgot. How 
come there's so little (and so meager) 
sports coverage? Everything else is 
pretty well covered, so how come we 
get no sports? It's actually pretty frus-
trating sometimes ... 
Ripped off!!! 
ing for you guys just to knock down his Dear Other Press: 
print space ... ) 
Whatever. The reason I'm writing 
you is because I'm bored 'tween my 
classes, and I think that "Hole Experi-
ence" feature is brilliant. I've thought 
of getting my nipples pierced, and so 
was really interested in the definitions 
and descriptions of what goes on in the 
world of body mutilation. 
From the look of things, and the 
As I strolled down the hallway this 
morning, I came upon my locker door. 
Usually I see my few stickers staring 
back at me. WEll, not this morning!! 
THEY WERE RIPPED!!! I am quite 
ticked!! 
This has also happened to my 
friend's locker's too. We must stop the 
horror! 
A mad locker owner 
The Other Press _ 23 
need space to practice should call 
Dennis at 522-5680 for really 
cheap rates on rehearsal space and 
recording time. 
HETEROSEXUAL, homosexual, 
bisexual or just sexual in general, 
it's O.K., 'cause it's not really your 
fault, it's just the way you are. If 
you like the queer awareness 
supplement in this issue, we would 
like to hear from you at the Other 
Press. Room 1040. Okay, thanks. 
CLASSIFIED FORM 
students. staff. faculty- FREE • for-profit businesses- $3 for 
first 30 words. 10¢ a word thereafter • first three words bolded 
free • extra bolds or ital.icizing 25¢ each word 
A PERSONAL message to Mike 
from Tammy. The other day when I 
saw you in the hallway and turned 
and ran, it was only because I was 
embarrassed about our date going 
wrong two weeks ago last 
Saturday. If you still want to talk, 
call me! 
send to classified, c/o other press. box 2503. new westminster,bc v31 5b2 
or bring to room 1020, douglas college or fax to 527-5095 
name: ____ student *•---
DO YOU REMEMBER that 
night at the Tropicana? Or was it 
the Coba- Cabana? Either way, 
they are both great night spots in 
beautiful downtown L.A. For more 
information on these and ·more 
great place to meet the woman of 
your dreams, please reply to Box 
#805, this paper. 
there to share memories or, just to 
create some. Don't delay. ph. 588-
8548. 
~H .......... ~~ ......... ;...L,~+111........,, Omarketplace Chousing OeducatlOnal 
............................... ~Opersonals Ocommunily~-1S-·- - -
CENSORSHIP is a serious issue, 
and something that should not be 
taken lightly, If you would like to 
?:ftc ?:ragica/1 Jliftoiu 
of 
flam let, Prince of :Denmark 
Act I, Scene I 
(Enter Claudius and Horatio) 
Cia: Know'st thou, Horatio, what afflicts our 
Prince? 
Hor: Marry yes, my Leige. It seems that 
He has Fallen prey to a strange madness. 
Cia: How can you speak with so much certainty 
On the matter? 
Hor:One would tend to think, my lord, that upon 
News of one's dear father's death, one's face 
Would display at least the tiniest inkling 
Of an emotion. Young Hamlet's visage, 
However, Upon his recieving the ill news 
Of his father's demise, remained curiously 
Unmoved, my lord. As sickeningly solid as 
As a piece of Birnham wood. 
Cia: 'Tis a strange 
Affliction. But soft! Look where he comes. 
(Enter Hamlet) 
Ham: To be, or not to be; that is the question. 
Whether it is nobler in the mind to take 
Arms against a sea of stunt doubles, and 
By using them, display my sex appeal to 
An entire undiscovered country. 'Tis a 
Consumation devoutly to be wished! 
Cia: (Aside) He speaks not a word of sense. 
Hor: Marry! And his voice and features show all 
The range and depth of a small turnip. 
Ham: To die, to sleep. To sleep perchance to dream. 
To dream that casting the simples' actor in 
Hollywood as the most complex character 
In dramatic history can fool anybody. 
Cia: There are many parts in life, his part a 
Sad one. Hopefully soon his hour upon 
The stage will be strut and fret and then 
He will be heard of no more. 
join the fight against censorship. 
Call the Fraser Valley Lbry.Board. 
brought to you by cup member the bandersnatch, with some minor redesign by the other press 

